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The most important requirement for running a nuclear power plant safely is 
having a reliable safety system, especially during the emergency shutdown condition. 
For performing a scrutiny load flow and voltage drop study a detailed and comprehensive 
electrical model for the emergency electrical distribution system of the Trojan Nuclear 
Power Plant has been developed. This model includes the representation of the 
transformers, circuit breakers, motors, cables and load data from 4160 volts level down 
to the individual 480 volts loads. 
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The model has special features like: turning ON or OFF any load of greater than 
or equal to 5 hp, capability to examine different network configuration, evaluation of 
motor starting condition, adjusting the transformer tap setting and examination of 
different cable characteristics. 
A computer program 11 DAPPER 11 which employs the model has been verified for 
use on safety-related load flow calculations by ensuring acceptable program results for a 
standardized load flow problem ( IEEE 14-bus test system) and a hypothetical six-bus 
test system. 
The model has been used for load flow and voltage drop study. It could also be 
used with some modifications for the determination of voltage and current upon motor 
starting and fault studies. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Trojan Nuclear Power Plant is located in the northwestern part of Oregon and it 
has been running since 1976. It has one unit generator ( 1248 MW) which is connected 
to the 230 KV grid. 
The most important requirement for running a nuclear power plant safely is hav-
ing a reliable safety system, especially during the emergency shutdown condition. The 
plant distribution system has several large motors, many small motors, and control valves 
which must operate if there is an emergency shutdown of the system. All of these equip-
ments have to be supplied within a suitable voltage ranges in order to be able to function 
under emergency conditions. Therefore a detailed study is required which involves load 
flow, voltage drop and fault current calculations. For such a study a comprehensive 
electrical model which includes transformers, motors, cables, and load data down to 
individual 480 volts motor control center loads has to be developed. 
Once the data has been prepared, a computer program called 11 Distribution 
Analysis for Power Planing Evaluation and Reporting 11 ( DAPPER ) has been used. This 
program is capable of modeling a multi-level voltage power system and any system 
configuration including radial, loop, or a combination of the two. The DAPPER is able 
to calculate the voltage and voltage drops in volts and in percent for up to 300 buses and 
400 feeders. It also gives information about feeder I transformer current, real and reactive 
power flow and losses. DAPPER solutions are intended to meet the requirements of the 
National Electrical Code ( NEC ). 
DAPPER has been verified for use on safety-related load flow calculations by 
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ensuring acceptable program results for a standardized load flow problem (IEEE 14-bus 
system) and a hypothetical six-bus system. 
Trojan plant electrical distribution network contains two sub-networks that are 
nearly the mirror image of each other to ensure more reliability, and each sub-network 
has an emergency section. For each emergency section a separate model has been 
developed. These models are significantly more detailed than any previous effort and 
they have special facility for any modeled load to be turned ON or OFF. This facility 
gives the model the capability of representing quickly and easily any possible combina-
tion and configuration of the loads and network. The model has been used for load flow 
and voltage drop studies. It can also be used for motor starting I fault studies. 
Load flow studies have been performed at Trojan infrequently in the past and it is 
doubtful that those studies will hold up under close scrutiny. Thus a major objective of 
this thesis is to develop a comprehensive and reliable model of the Trojan electrical dis-
tribution system under emergency conditions. 
The work reported here contains DAPPER verification, system modeling, termi-
nal numbering methods and system data calculations. A sample of the results involving 
load flow and voltage drop study are given for one case, and summary results are also 
given for a few cases. 
CHAPTER IT 
DAPPER VERIFICATION 
The purpose of this calculation is to verify the accuracy of DAPPER as a quality-
related computer program. 
DAPPER is a computer program for loop and I or radial systems for different stu-
dies such as, demand load analysis, load schedule program, feeder and transformer siz-
ing, voltage drop and load flow, three phase and unbalanced fault analysis. Load flow 
and voltage drop studies using DAPPER can accept lumped load and I or distributed 
load. For verification of lumped load flow, the standard IEEE 14-bus test system [5] was 
done. For distributed load flow, since there is no standard test program available, a six-
bus test system was designed so that the results obtained from DAPPER can be verified. 
Scope of this calculation is only for testing the accuracy of DAPPER for load 
flow and voltage drop studies. It covers lumped loads on each bus as special bus loads 
and distributed loads as branch loads including switchboards, MCC ( Motor Control 
Center ), and panels. 
2.1 Assumptions and DAPPER limitations 
2.1.1 DAPPER cannot handle line charging and shunt capacitors. These values 
have been converted to KV AR ( Kilo Volt Ampere Reactive ) by using the final result for 
the bus voltages of IEEE 14-bus test system (Fig 2.1. ). 
2.1.2 DAPPER needs one bus as a source bus connected to the utility with no co-
generation on that bus. Therefore for IEEE 14-bus test system an additional bus #15 is 
defined as the source bus connected to bus #1 (slack bus) through a cable with minimum 
length and impedance that DAPPER can accept. 
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2.1.3 The driving voltage for the source bus is equal to the result of the 
IEEE 14-bus test system for bus #1. 
2.1.4 The voltage base is equal to lKV and the MVA base is equal to lMVA. 
2.1.5 DAPPER cannot handle any P-V bus. Therefore for the IEEE 14-bus test 
system the total P and Q for each bus is considered as either load or generation. 
2.1.6 DAPPER does not report the bus angles. Also each feeder's voltage drop is 
only the differences of bus voltage magnitudes. 
2.2 Calculation 
2.2.1IEEE14-bus test system 
The IEEE 14-bus test system is shown in Fig 2.1. and related data are represented 
in Tables II-A, II-B and II-C. The IEEE 14-bus test system data are in per unit, but 
DAPPER needs the input data in actual units, so all input data are converted to actual 
units. 






Zp.u. ><Zbase=Z !l 
n 
DAPPER accepts impedance data for feeders in .Q/1000 feet. If we assume that 
the length of feeders in ~.e IEey 14-bus test system is 1000 feet then 
Zp.u.=Z .Q/ 1000 feet 
2.2.1.2 Converting the transformer data. Assume all transformers have 1000 
KV A nominal rating. Then 








IEEE 14-BUS TEST SYSTEM LINE DATA 
Line Between Line Impedance Half Line Charging 
NO. Buses RPerUnit X Per Unit Susceptance Per Unit 
1 1-2 0.01938 0.05917 0.02640 
2 2-3 0.04699 0.19797 0.02190 
3 2-4 0.05811 0.17632 0.01870 
4 1-5 0.05403 0.22304 0.02460 
5 2-5 0.05695 0.17388 0.01700 
6 3-4 0.06701 0.17103 0.01730 
7 4-5 0.01335 0.04211 0.00640 
8 5-6 0.0 0.25202 0.0 
9 4-7 0.0 0.20912 0.0 
10 7-8 0.0 0.17615 0.0 
11 4-9 0.0 0.55618 0.0 
12 7-9 0.0 0.11001 0.0 
13 9-10 0.03181 0.08450 0.0 
14 6-11 0.09498 0.19890 0.0 
15 6-12 0.12291 0.25581 0.0 
16 6-13 0.06615 0.13027 0.0 
17 9-14 0.12711 0.27038 0.0 
18 10-11 0.08205 0.19207 0.0 
19 12-13 0.22092 0.19988 0.0 
20 13-14 0.17093 0.34802 0.0 
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TABLE II-B 
IEEE 14-BUS TEST SYSTEMDATA AND LOAD FLOW RESULTS 
Bus Voltage Generation Load 
Bus Magnitude Phase Angle Real Reactive Real Reactive 
NO. Per Unit Degrees MW MVAR MW MVAR 
1 1.060 0.0 232.4 -16.9 0.0 0.0 
2 1.045 -4.98 40.0 42.4 21.7 12.7 
3 1.010 -12.72 0.0 23.4 94.2 19.0 
4 1.019 -10.33 0.0 0.0 47.8 -3.9 
5 1.020 -8.78 0.0 0.0 7.6 1.6 
6 1.070 -14.22 0.0 12.2 11.2 7.5 
7 1.062 -13.37 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
8 1.090 -13.36 0.0 17.4 0.0 0.0 
9 1.056 -14.94 0.0 0.0 29.5 16.6 
10 1.051 -15.10 0.0 0.0 9.0 5.8 
11 1.057 -14.79 0.0 0.0 3.5 1.8 
12 1.055 -18.07 0.0 0.0 6.1 1.6 
13 1.050 -15.16 0.0 0.0 13.5 5.8 
14 1.036 -16.04 0.0 0.0 14.9 5.0 
TABLEII-C 
IEEE 14-BUS TEST SYSTEM TRANSFORMER DATA 
Transformer NO. Between Buses Tap Setting 
1 4-7 0.978 
2 4-9 0.969 
3 5-6 0.932 
and for off nominal tap setting with the ratio of a: 1 
(a-l)xlOO=tap in percent 
For the transformer between bus 4 and 7 a=0.978 
tap 47=(0.978-l)xl00=-2.2% 
Z47=j0.20912xlOO=j20.912% 
For the transformer between bus 4 and 9 a=0.969 
tap 49=(0.969-1)x100=-3.1 % . 
Z49=j0.55618xlOO=j 55.618% 
For the transformer between bus 5 and 6 a=0.932 
tap s6=(0.932-l)x100=-6.8% 
Z56=j0.25202xlOO=j25.202% 
2.2.1.3 Converting the half-line charging and shunt capacitance to KVAR. 
VAR= V2 (Vp .. u.xl000)2 
Zc Zc xl p.u. 
6 y2 10 X p.u. 
Zcp.JL 
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1 z = -
ep.IL Xe 
p.IL 
where Xe is the half line charging or shunt capacitance, then 
KV AR =HP xv;.u. XXeP·"-
2.2.1.3.1 The KV AR values for line number 1 between bus 1 and 2 are : 
KV AR at bus 1 for charging of line 1 = KV AR 11 
KV AR at bus 2 for charging of line 1 = KV AR 21 
From IEEE data, the bus #1 voltage is 1.06 p.u. andXe=0.0264p.u .. Therefore 
KV AR 11 =HPxl.060
2x0.0264=29.663 
and similarly 
KV AR 21 =10
3 xl.0452 x0.0264=28.829 
2.2.1.3.2 The KV AR values for line number 2 between bus 2 and 3 are : 
KV AR 22=1a3xl.0452x0.0219=23.915 
KV AR 32=1a3xl.0102x0.0219=22.340 





2.2.1.3.4 The KV AR values for line number 4 between bus 1 and 5 are : 
KVAR 14=103xl.0602x0.0246=27.641 
KV AR 54=103 xl.0202x0.0246=25.594 
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2.2.1.3.8 The total line charging on each bus is : 
KV AR 1 =KV AR 11 +KV AR 14 =29 .663+27 .641=57.3 
KVAR2=28.829+23.915+20.421+18.564=91.7 




2.2.1.3.9 Converting the shunt capacitance on bus 9 to KVAR: There is 0.190 
per unit capacitance on this bus. 
KV AR 9=lc>3 xl.0562x0.190=211.9 
. 
2.2.1.4 Calculation of total lumped load on each bus. The MV A base for the 
IEEE 14-bus test system is 100 MV A, but since we have chosen the MV A base as 1 
MVA, then all the P and Q must be divided by 100. However, because the unit should be 
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in kilo, they should be multipled by 1000, so a factor of 10 will do the job. Line charging 
and shunt capacitance are added to get the total P and Q at each bus. 
2.2.1.4.1 Bus #1 as a generation bus. 
P 1 =232.4x10=2324 KW, Qi=-16.9xlo+57.3=-lll.7 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.2 Bus #2 as a generation bus. 
P2=(40-21.7)x10=183 KW, Q1=(42.4-12.7)xlo+91.7=388.7 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.3 Bus #3 as a constant KVA load. 
P 3=94.2x10=942 KW, Q 3=(19.0-23.4)x1Q-40=-84 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.4 Bus #4 as a constant KVA load. 
P 4=47.8x10=478 KW, Q 4=-3.9x1Q-44.0=-83 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.5 Bus #5 as a constant KV A load. 
Ps=7.6x10=76 KW, Qs=l.6x1Q-49.9=-39.9KVAR 
2.2.1.4.6 Bus #6 as a constant KV A load. 
P6=11.2x10=112 KW, Q 6=(7.5-12.2)x10=-47 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.7 Bus #7 does not have any load. 
2.2.1.4.8 Bus #8 as a generation bus. 
Ps=0.0 KW, Qs=17.4x10=174 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.9 Bus 9 as a constant KVA load. 
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P9=29.5x10=295 KW, Q 9=16.6x10-211.9=-45.9 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.10 Bus 10 as a constant KV A load. 
P10=9.0x10=90 KW, Q10=5.8x10=58 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.11 Bus 11 as a constant KV A load. 
P 11 =3.5x10=35 KW, Q 11 =1.8x10=18 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.12 Bus 12 as a constant KV A load. 
P 12=6. lxl0=6l KW, Q 12=1.6xlO=l6 KV AR 
2.2.1.4.13 Bus 13 as a constant KV A load. 
P 13=13.5x10=135 KW, Q13=5.8xl0=58 KVAR 
2.2.1.4.14 Bus 14 as a constant KVA load. 
P 14=14.9x10=149 KW, Q14=5.0x10=50 KVAR 
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2.2.2 Six-bus test system 
2.2.2.1 Introduction. A load flow and voltage drop study of DAPPER can use the 
result of the Demand Load Analysis as branch loads. The Demand Load Analysis study 
can handle only a radial network with Panels, MCC's, and Switchboards. However the 
IEEE 14-bus test system is not radial with distributed loads. For testing this section of 
DAPPER as a part of a load flow and voltage drop study, a radial six-bus network with 
distributed loads was created as shown in Fig 2.2. 
IONE 2SWB2 4SWB4 
l 
LOAD41 
3SWB3 6PANEL 6 5MCC5 
LOAD31 
Figure 2.2.Six-bus test system 
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2.2.2.2 Assumptions 
2.2.2.2.1 As seen from Fig 2.2., the network configuration is radial. Also the 
figure shows the bus numbering and load arrangement. 
2.2.2.2.2 The assumed line data is shown in Table II-D. 
TABLE II-D 
SIX-BUS TEST SYSTEM LINE DATA 
LINE BETWEEN LENGTH LINE IMPEDANCE 
BUSES FEET OHM/ 1000 FEET 
1 to 2 100 0.3 + j0.4 
2 to 3 200 3.0 + j4.0 
2 to 4 500 0.3 + j0.4 
4 to 5 500 0.3 + j0.4 
3 to 6 0.0001 0.0001 + j0.0001 
2.2.2.2.3 The bus #1 voltage and total load at bus #1 which flows on line 1-2 have 
been assumed as : 
V 1=480/_0° Volts 
s 12 =5o+ j 37 .5::62.5 KVA, PF=0.8 LAG 
2.2.2.3 Calculation of bus voltages, load fl.ow and loads. 
(0.3+j0.4)x100 =0.03+j0.04=0.05/_53.13° n 
Z12 1000 
62500/ -36.87° -75.18/ -36.87° Amps 112 "3 x480 -
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V 12 =-Jr x(75. l 8/_ -36.87°)x(0.05/_ 53.13 °)=6.51/_ 16.26° Volts 
LOSS 12=-/3x(6.51/_16.26°)x(75.18/_36.87°)=847.8/_53.13° VA 
Assume 
V 2=480/_0°-6.51/_ 16.26°=473.75-j 1.823 473.75/_-0.22° Volts 
S 2: Incoming power to bus 2 
S2 =-Jrv 21~2 =-Jr x(473.75/_-0.22°)x(75.18/_36.87°) 
=61689.6/ 36.65° VA 
S23=5ooo+j3750=6250/ 36.87° VA 
s* o 
I 23 6250/ -36.87 7.62/ -37.090 Am s 23 "J'3v; -ff x(473.75/_0.22°) - 'P 
Z23 <3+1:200 =0.6+j0.8 0 
V 23=-/3x(0.6+j0.8)x(7.62/_-37.09°)=13.2/_16.04° Volts 
LOSS23=-/3x(13.2/_16.04°)x(7.62/_37.09°)=174.22/_53.13° VA 
V 3=473.75-j 1.823-(13.2/ 16.04°)=461.09/ -0.68° Volts - -
S3=-/3V 3/~ =6085.57/_36.41°=4897.61+j3612.14 VA 
For panel #6 assume three single phase loads each 1200 VA with PF= 0.8 LAG . 
S6=288o+j2160 VA 
End use load on SWB3 = S 3-S 6= LOAD31 
LOAD31 = 4897.61 + j3612.14 -(2880+j2160) 
=2017.61+j 1452.14=2486/_35.74° VA 
:::2500 VA, PF=0.81 LAG 
S24 =S2-S 23=61689.6/_ 36.65°-6250/_36.87° 
=55439.65/ 36.63° VA 
I 55439.65/ -36.630 67.56/ -36.850 Am s 24 -ff x(473.75/_0.22°) - 'P 
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z (0.3+j0.4)x500 =0.25/ 53.130 n 24 1000 - . 
V 24 =V3 x(0.25/_ 53.13°)x( 67 .56/_ -36.85°)=29 .25/_ 16.28° Volts 
LOSS 24==-J3x(29.25/_16.28°)x(67.56/_ 36.85°)=3423.27 /_ 53.13° VA 
V4=V2-V24=445.78/_· -1.29° Volts 
S4==-J3V4/~=52164/_35.56° VA 
Assume the end use load on SWB4 is : 
LOAD41=25 KVA , PF= 0.8 LAG 
S45=S4-LOAD41=27176.5/ 34.36° VA 
/45=35.20/_-35.65° Amps 
Z45 (0.3+{~x500 =0.25/_53.130 Q 
V 45==-J3 x(0.25/_53.13°)x(35.2/_-35.65°)=15.24/_ l 7.48°Volts 
LOSS 45==-J3 x(15.24/_ l 7.48°)x(35.2/_ 35.65°)=929.16/_ 53.13° VA 
V5=V4-V45=431.38/ -1.94° Volts 
S5==-J3 x(431.38/_-19.4°)x(35.2/_35.65°)=26300.46/_33.71° VA 
Assume Ml is 12500 VA with PF= 0.8 LAG. Then 
FLA- 12500 ..J3 x480 -l5 Amps 
ForM2: 
VA =S 5-12500/_ -36.87°= 13836.6/_ 30.86° VA 
so for M2 we can assume 13800 VA with PF= 0.86 LAG. Then 
FLA= 13800 
..J3x480 =16·6 Amps 
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2.3 Discussion and conclusion 
For the IEEE 14-bus and the six-bus test system two separate master files, 
IEEE14 and TEST2 were created by using calculated data in Section 2.2. Input data and 
results of a load flow study for both test systems are given in Appendix I. The results 
obtained from DAPPER for bus voltages of the IEEE 14-bus test system are exactly 
identical to those given in the Table 11-B. 
For the six-bus test system first Demand Load Analysis program of DAPPER was 
employed, and then Load Flow and Voltage drop study was carried out by using the 
results of Demand Load Analysis. The results for bus voltages and line flows showed 
that maximum error was less than 0.2% , which can be attributed to rounding of the input 
data for the six-bus test system. 
2.4 Summary 
The Load Flow and Voltage drop study capability of DAPPER was verified by 
ensuring acceptable program results for the standardized IEEE 14-bus test system and the 
hypothetical six-bus test system. 
CHAPTER III 
SYSTEM MODELING 
A detailed model that includes representation of feeders, transformers, circuit 
breakers, and loads is described in this chapter. 
3.1 Feeder Representation 
For each feeder, DAPPER requires rated voltage, ampacity, cable size, conductor 
type, duct ( metallic, nonmetallic, or bus duct ), insulation, wires ( three or four wire 
grounded I ungrounded system ), ground conductor size, length, and R and X. Some of 
this data, such as ampacity, conductor type, duct, and insulation, is not used in load flow 
study but it is required for DAPPER library classification. 
3.1.l Multi-Cable Per Phase Feeders. There are some feeders with multi-cable in 
parallel per phase feeders. For feeders in parallel, the DAPPER will reduce the R and X 
for the feeder by the number of cables per phase. However, this is valid only if there is no 
mutual coupling between the cables. If there was perfect ~utual coupling, then the X 
will not be reduced. In our modeling, we have assumed that the multi-cables .are so close 
to each other that the mutual coupling is perfect. 
3.2 Transformer Representation 
DAPPER is able to model two and three winding transformers with only one 
grounding impedance. For each transformer, DAPPER needs nominal and full load 
rating, ratio, connection, tap percentage, impedance ( R and X ) in percent, and 
grounding impedance. For Trojan transformers, R and X have been calculated from Z 
and full load loss. 
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3.3 Circuit Breaker Representation 
The representation of the various circuit breakers enable the network model to be 
examined for different configurations. The circuit breaker is basically a switch which 
connects a feeder to a bus. The switch is either ON or OFF. The circuit breaker in 
closed ( ON ) position is represented as a cable of 1 foot length between the bus and the 
relevant feeder. These hypothetical cable R and X characteristics are assumed to be the 
same as the feeder cable's. Fig 4.1 and Fig 4.2 show which circuit breakers have been 
included in the representation. 
3.4 Load Representation 
Many types of loads exist in the Trojan Nuclear Power Plant, like motors, heaters, 
battery chargers, inverters, distribution panels, etc. The modeling has been done in such 
a manner that each individual load can be easily turned ON or OFF without losing the 
load data when it is OFF. This special feature enables the model to examine quickly and 
easily any possible combination of the loads for different configurations of the network. 
According to the classification of DAPPER, loads have been classified in three groups: 
(1) motors equal to or greater than 5 hp in the MCC schedule, (2) other loads in the 
switchboard schedule, and (3) miscellaneous loads as special bus loads. 
3.4.1 Demand Load Table. DAPPER has a Demand Load Table (Table III-A) in 
its library that allows the user to define 10 different load classifications which can be 
described with three levels of demand each with separate power factors, design factors, 
and a load classified as constant impedance or constant KV A type. Most of the loads in 
Trojan are large motors with different power factors. For modeling these large motors as 
exactly as possible, five types of loads have been defined with 80, 82.5, 85, 87.5 and 90 
percent power factor ( #1, #2, #9, #3, and #4 are Demand Codes, respectively). 
NO. End use load Type 
Description K/Z 
1 General Loads K 
2 General Loads K 
3 General Loads K 
4 General Loads K 
5 "OFF" K 
6 "Start" z 
7 Heater z 
8 Spare K 
9 General Loads K 
10 General Loads K 
TABLE III-A 
DEMAND LOAD TABLE 
1st Level 2nd Level 3rd level 
KVA % KVA % KVA % 
ALL 100 ALL 100 ALL 100 
ALL 100 ALL 100 ALL 100 
ALL 100 ALL 100 ALL 100 
ALL 100 ALL 100 ALL 100 
ALL ALL ALL 
ALL 100 ALL 100 ALL 100 
ALL 100 ·ALL 100 ALL 100 
ALL 100 ALL 100 ALL 100 
ALL 100 ALL 100 ALL 100 
ALL 100 ALL 100 ALL 100 
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%PF Lead LCL 
Lag Fact 
80 LAG 1.00 
82 LAG 1.00 
87 LAG 1.00 
90 LAG 1.00 
100 LAG 1.00 
30 LAG 1.00 
100 LAG 1.00 
70 LAG 1.00 
85 LAG 1.00 
85 LAG 1.00 
Load classification #5 has been defined for turning OFF the loads with a demand 
factor equal to 0.01 percent for all levels (DAPPER cannot display this small number on 
the Demand Load Table ). The maximum end-use load in Trojan is 5 MV A, which, with 
a factor of 10-4 , becomes 500 VA. This is an acceptable reduction for turning OFF the 
loads. 
Load classification #6 has been defined for starting condition of motors as a 
constant impedance load with 30 percent power factor ( which is the average value of 
power factor at starting for class lE motors equal to or greater than 100 hp). 
Load classification #7 has· been defined for heaters as a constant impedance load 
with 100 percent power factor. 
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Load classification #10 cannot be used as a separate load classification because of 
DAPPER limitation. The largest type #10 load will be saved as a type #10 load, and 
smaller type #10 loads will be transferred to type #9 loads automatically. For more 
details, refer to section 7.3.2 and Appendix 4.0 of the DAPPER users guide [8]. 
3.4.2 MCC Schedules. MCC schedules of DAPPER have been used for modeling 
all the motors equal to or greater than 5 hp in size. The motors smaller than 5 hp have 
been considered as special bus loads on each bus (refer to section 3.4.4 ). 
Motors which are greater than or equal to 5 hp have been divided into two groups. 
The first group has motors equal to or greater than 100 hp, and second group has motors 
less than 100 hp and equal to or greater than 5 hp. 
For the first group, specific data like rated voltage, horsepower, full-load amperes 
( FLA ), and power factor ( PF ), locked-rotor amperes ( LRA ), and 
PF have been obtained from Vendor Prints (VP) that are specified in MCC schedules. 
Power factors have been normalized to one of the five power factors, with defining 
Demand Code for each motor. 
For the second group, FLA has been obtained from NEC[l], and power factors 
have been assumed as 85 percent ( Demand Code equal to 9 ). NEC values for FLA have 
been compared to specific values for a few of these motors. The average error is less 
than 2 percent. For this group of motors, the library of DAPPER has been modified for 
fetching the FLA. Also, according to NEC[2], LRA is six times for this group of motors. 
FLA and I or LRA for each motor can be kept in the relevant schedule below the 
end of each motor schedule. 
All modeled motors can be easily turned OFF by changing the Demand Code to 
5 and turned ON by changing the Demand Code to the original Demand Code in each 
schedule. 
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For examining the starting condition of motors, the Demand Code has to changed 
to 6, and the LRA has to be inserted instead of the_ FLA. 
3.4.3 Switchboard Schedules. Switchboard schedules of DAPPER have been 
used for modeling the inverters, small transformers ~50KV A , battery chargers, heaters, 
and distribution panels. Loads only can be expressed as KV A in switchboard schedules, 
and the above mentioned load types have been expressed as KV A in single line drawings. 
This is a good reason to put these loads in switchboard schedules, even though they are 
not a typical load for a switchboard. Also, because the power factor has been assumed 
100 percent for heaters, heater loads can be expressed in KVA with the same value of 
KW. 
All of the above loads can be easily turned ON or OFF in the same manner as 
explained for motors. 
3.4.4 Special Bus Loads. DAPPER is able to accept one lumped load or 
generation on each bus. The load can be constant KV A or constant impedance type. 
This feature of DAPPER has been used for motors which are less than 5 hp and also for a 
few miscellaneous type loads which could not fit either in the MCC schedule or in the 
switchboard schedule. Calculation for special bus loads have been explained in section 
5.3.2. 
3.4.4.1 Small Motors Less Than 5 hp . These small motors have not been 
modeled individually to keep the number of buses small, and the total load has been 
considered as a special bus ~ad oy each MCC. 
The justification for not modeling these motors individually is that when load 
fl.ow studies for B-train were carried out with EDG2 as a source bus at 0.995 p.u. and the 
loads at their rated value, the lowest voltage came out to be 416 volts for a 5-hp 
motor ( 7442 VC181B ) Service Water Pump Room Exhaust Fan . This is still 2 volts 
more than the minimum acceptable terminal voltage of 414 volts ( 460 minus 10 percent 
-----: 
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= 414 volts ). This motor has been supplied with minimum size ( #12 A WG ) and 
maximum length ( 822 feet ) of cable from BUS B24 , which has the lowest bus voltage 
among the MCC buses in the B-train . Also , because the total load of these motors is not 
very large, it would not have much effect on the total load or bus voltages if a few of 
them changed their ON or OFF status. 
CHAPTER IV 
TERMINAL NUMBERING SCHEME 
For identification and specification of any bus or any terminal, a name and 
number are required. The name assigned to each bus is the same as in Trojan drawings, 
while the terminal name is identified with the equipment number (DAPPER makes no 
distinction between a bus and a terminal ). For numbering the buses and terminals, a 
four-digit number is required by DAPPER (Bus Record Number ). This number has 
been defined in such a manner that the user can easily recognize the voltage level and 
location of the buses and terminals. This strategy is shown in Table IV-A. 
The emergency electrical distribution system has two completely separate 
networks for more reliability. These are called class IE A-train and class IE B-train, and 
for each train all the existing Bus Record Numbers are shown in Table IV-B and 4.3 . 
Also Fig 4.I and Fig 4.2 represent a sample of numbering system for the class IE A-train 

























All 12.47 KV level 
All 22 KV level 
All 230 KV level 
480 Volts H & V MCCs A-train 
480 Volts H & V MCCs B-train 
All 4 KV level 
4.16 KV Bus Al 
4.16 KV Bus A2 
4.16 KV Bus A5 
4.16 KV Bus A6 
--








480 Volts circuits off from Bus A5 




EXISTING BUS RECORD NUMBER FOR CLASS lE A-TRAIN 
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeececceecceeeeecceee£ 
ll E X I S T I N G B U S R E C 0 R 0 S 107 RECOROO o 
accceeeeeeeeeeceecccecceeecceeeeeceeeceeccecceceeceece~eceecceeceecece~ 
1::1 Bus Record Voltage Bus Record Voltage Bus Record Voltage o 
ll 4010 UST 1 SEC 4160 6000 I.Cr 1 SEC 480 6115 M08809A 480 a 
ll 4102 AlOl 4160 6010 BJS BOl 480 6117 INV 1 Y15 480 o 
ll 4105 BJS Al 4160 6013 VC201A 480 6122 BC 5 025 480 tl 
ll 4110 P108C 4160 6014 B0121 480 6124 P118 480 o 
ll 4112 PlOSA 4160 6015 VC202A 480 6126 Kl.03 480 o 
ll 4113 P204A 4160 6016 B0123 480 6128 BC 1 021 480 o 
1::1 4115 P210A 4160 6018 R240A 480 6130 'VWl.87 480 o 
ll 4120 P210C 4160 6020 I.Cr 3 SEC 480 6131 V143A 480 o 
ll 4122 I.Cr 3 PRI 4160 6030 BJS B03 480 6132 V163A 480 o 
ll 4123 A108 4160 6032 VC204A 480 6133 C301A 480 o 
ll 4124 ClOl 4160 6034 VC214C 480 6135 VC131A 480 tl 
1::1 4125 ECGl 4160 6035 VC203A 480 6136 Cl03A 480 tl 
ll 4126 P205A 4160 6036 B0324 480 6137 V145A 480 tl 
1::1 4128 P203A 4160 6100 BJS B21 480 6139 T216A A 480 tl 
ll 4130 P202A 4160 6105 M010002 480 6144 P148A 480 tl 
ll 4132 SWYD SVC 4160 6111 M08716A 480 6165 X318A 480 tl 
ll 4140 I.Cr 1 PRI 4160 6114 M08700A 480 6167 VE159A 480 a 
ll tl 
ll 6170 E 505 480 6333 V145C 480 6528 X53 PRI 480 tl 
ll 6174 V-145E 480 6340 VE161A 480 6530 X57 PRI 480 tl 
ll 6300 BJS B23 480 6342 V143C 480 6532 V163C 480 tl 
ll 6302 VC161 480 6349 M08811A 480 6533 V143E 480 tl 
ll 6303 VC181A 480 6355 X80 PRI 480 6534 M02069A 480 tl 
ll 6305 M010003 480 6360 POl 480 6536 X59 PRI 480 tl 
ll 6310 M08812 480 6500 BJS B25 480 6557 P218A 480 tl 
ll 6311 M08804A 480 6504 V256C 480 6558 VC131B 480 ll 
ll 6315 INV 3 Y17 480 6506 P190B 480 6559 P148C 480 ll 
ll 6319 V252A 480 6510 M08808A 480 6561 P301A 480 tl 
ll 6321 P190A 480 6511 M08808C • 480 6564 X55 PRI 480 tl 
ll 6324 VC142A 480 6514 M02052A 480 6567 VC209A 480 tl 
ll 6325 V253A 480 6516 P211A 480 6568 P219A 480 tl 
ll 6327 V251A 480 6517 V254A 480 6569 P134A 480 tl 
ll 6329 X227 480 6522 BC 3 023 480 6570 P134B 480 tl 
ll 6330 V256A 480 6524 X51 PRI 480 6571 Pl34C 480 tl 
ll 6332 T216B A 480 6526 X52 PRI 480 6572 P1340 480 tl 
ll ll 
ll 6573 P134E 480 ll 
ll 6574 P134F 480 ll 
ll 6575 P134G 480 tl 
ll 6578 P134H 480 ll 





EXISTING BUS RECORD NUMBER FOR CLASS IE B-TRAIN 
eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeececeeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeaeeeee£ 
ll EXISTING BUS RECORDS 97 RECX>ROO ll 
aeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeel 
ll Bus Recx>:rd Voltage &lS Record Voltage Bus Recx>:rd Voltage ll 
ll 4020 UST 2 SEC 4160 7000 I.CT 2 SEC 480 7214 M08700B 480 ll 
ll 4202 A201 4160 7010 I.CT 4 SEC 480 7215 M08809B 480 ll 
ll 4205 ElJS A2 4160 7020 ElJS 802 480 7217 INV 2 Y26 480 ll 
ll 4210 P108C 4160 7022 PlllA 480 7222 BC 2 022 480 ll 
ll 4212 P108B 4160 7023 VC201B 480 7226 Vl63B 480 ll 
ll 4213 P204B 4160 7024 80222 480 7227 Vl43B 480 ll 
ll 4215 P210B 4160 7025 80223 480 7228 VC132A 480 ll 
ll 4220 P210C 4160 7028 C102B 480 7230 X63 PRI 480 ll 
ll 4222 I.CT 2 PRI 4160 7029 VC202B 480 7235 VW188 480 ll 
ll 4223 A208 4160 7040 ElJS 804 480 7238 T216A B 480 ll 
ll 4224 C102 4160 7041 VC204B 480 7240 Vl45B 480 ll 
ll 4225 EIX;2 4160 7042 VC203B 480 7243 VE159B 480 ll 
ll 4226 P205B 4160 7044 80424 480 7245 C103B 480 ll 
ll 4228 P203B 4l60 7045 R240B 480 7246 C301B 480 ll 
ll 4230 P202B 4160 7046 VC214B 480 7251 Pl48B 480 ll 
ll 4232 P217 4160 7200 ElJS B22 480 7253 X318B 480 ll 
ll 4235 I.CT 4 PRI 4160 7211 M08804B 480 7264 M08716B 480 ll 
ll ll 
ll 7400 EIJS B24 480 7458 X277 PRI 480 7640 M02069B 480 ll 
ll 7414 INV 4 Y28 480 7462 X80 PRI 480 7641 Vl43F 480 ll 
ll 7418 V252B 480 7600 ElJS B26 480 7643 P218B 480 ll 
ll 7419 V253B 480 7605 X58 PRI 480 7644 VC209B 480 ll 
ll 7424 Q73 480 7608 VC165 480 7645 VC132B 480 ll 
ll 7426 V251B 480 7609 BC 4 024 480 7646 P148D - 480 ll 
ll 7427 VC142B 480 7613 M08808B 480 7662 P219B 480 ll 
ll 7428 V256B 480 7614 M08808D 480 7664 P301B 480 ll 
ll 7430 P02 480 7617 M02052B 480 7665 X54 PRI 480 ll 
ll 7433 V145D 480 7619 P211B 480 7670 NI'BllO 480 ll 
ll 7435 T216B B 480 7620 V254B 480 7680 X30 PRI 480 ll 
ll 7438 V143D 480 7623 V256C 480 7685 X227 PRI 480 ll 
ll 7441 VC162 480 7625 X103 480 ll 
ll 7442 VC181B 480 7627 X51 PRI 480 ll 
ll 7443 VC167 480 7631 X52 PRI 480 ll 
ll 7450 M08811B 480 7635 X53 PRI 480 ll 
ll 7452 VE161B 480 7639 V164 480 ll 
ll .. '·'>; ll 
aeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee~ev 
~ 1218UST1 PRI rvr 4010 UST 1 SEC 
+ _ 4102A101 
4105 BUS Al 




4140 LCT 1 PRI 
T-LCT 3 SEC ~LCT 1 SEC 
6030 BUS B03( / 6010 BUS BOlc 
I I _ I 
6036 B0324 -+- 6016 B0123 6014 B0121 
6500 BUS B25 6300 BUS B23 6100BUS B21 
Figure 4.1.Sample numbering system for class lE A-train 
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~12 UST2PRI 
T 4020 UST 2 SEC 202 A201 
4205 BUS A2 






4235 LCT 4 PIR 
rLCT4CES 
7040 BUS B04~ 
7024 B0222 -t- 7025 B0223 + 7044 B0424 
7200 BUS B22 7400 BUS B24 7600 BUS B26 
Figure 4.2.Sample numbering system for class lE B-train 
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CHAPTERV 
SYSTEM DATA CALCULATION 
All the relevant data needed for feeders, transformers, and loads for both 
the A-train and the B-train are described in this chapter. 
5.1 Feeder Data 
From Trojan Circuit Schedules E-191 and E-192 and the Circuit Schedule by 
Location, cable code, wires, and cable length have been obtained. With the cable code 
by using Trojan Cable Description Report, the size, type, number of conductors per 
phase, insulation, and voltage rating of the cables have been obtained. All the data for 
feeders have been presented in Appendix II, Table AlE.1 . A magnetic duct has been 
assumed for all feeders to be more conservative, as it gives higher X. 
R and X of each cable have been obtained from NEC[3]. The following 
calculation shows that X of cables, as chosen from NEC Tables, is close to that obtained 
based on a symmetrical flat arrangement of the cables, with center-to-center distance 
nearly 30 percent more than the average of the cable diameters. This seems to be a fair 
assumption for the cable layout arrangement. Because R and X are located in the library 
of DAPPER, they can be retrieved or easily changed if needed. 
The formula for X of a cable from Okonite Bulletin[ 4] is : 
X=27t/x(0.1404log10Str+o.0153)xl0-
3 
X = Reactance, n I 1000 feet 
f= Frequency, Hz 
r= Cable radius in inch 
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For size 250 KCMIL cable, X = 0.048 n /1000 feet and r = 0.575 I 2 = 0.2875 








( symmetrical flat arrangement ) 
Then S = 1.26 x /\ and/\= 1.43 inches 
Diameters of size 250 KCMIL cables in Trojan are between 0.84 inches and 1.33 
inches, so.the average cable diameter is 1.085 inches and .1 ~~3- 1.32 
/\ sim.ilar calculation for size 750 KCMIL cable is: 
X=0.044 n I 1000 feet 
S=5.278xr 
0.998 =O 499 . h r 
2 
. me es 
S= 2.63 inches, and/\= 2.07 inches 
The average cable diameter for size 750 KCMIL is 1.58 inches and 2·07 =1.31 
. 158 
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5.1.1 X For Multi-Cable Per Phase Feeders . As was mentioned in Section 5.1, 
the DAPPER feeder library has been used for the feeder data. For multi-cable per phase 
feeders, a separate category has been defined with a small modification on cable 
insulation. EP is the insulation of all the power cables in Trojan. We classify EP2 and 
EP3 as those feeders which have two cables per phase and three cables per phase, 
respectively. For each new category (i.e., EP2 and EP3 ), inductive reactance ( X) has 
been multiplied by the number of cables per phase. 
5.2 Transformer Data 
Transformer KV A, voltage rating, and type of connection have been obtained 
from the Trojan single line diagram. The transformer specification gives taps, and the 
test report gives the tap setting, the impedance ( Z ), and the full load losses. The 
remarks column of Transformer Data ( Table AIE.2 of Appendix II ) gives the references 
for the transformer specifications and test report. 
From the transformer Z and losses, R and X are obtained as follows : 





KV xIOOO Zbase= KVA 
Pwss R 
Rp.u. = Zbase ! 




The Load Center transformer BOI is rated 742 KVA, 4.160 KV to 0.48 KV with Z = 
6.13 %, Pwss = 15,562 W. 
R 
155~ x100=2.0973% 
X=[(6.13)2-(2.0973)2] 112=5.7601 % 
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The Load Center transformer B02 is rated 742 KVA, 4.160 KV to 0.48 KV with 





The Load Center transformer B03 is rated 742 KV A, 4.160 KV to 0.48 KV with 
Z = 6.06 %, Pwss = 15,237 W, so 
R 74~~::ro x100=2.0535% 
X=[(6.06)2-(2.0535)2] 112=5.7015% 
The Load Center transformer B04 is rated 742 KVA, 4.160 KV to 0.48 KV with 
Z = 6.08 %, Pwss = 15,430 W, so 
R 
15430 x100=2 0795% 
742x1000 · 
X=[(6.08)2-(2.0795)2] 112=5.7133% 
5.3 Load Data 
5.3.1 MCC Schedules and Switchboard Schedules Load Data. All the required 
load data for MCC and switchboard schedules have been collected and represented in 
Appendix II, Tables AlE.3-5 . The Service Water Pump ( P108C ) and Component 
Cooling Water Pump ( P210C) are OFF, because their relevant Circuit Breaker (CB) is 
interlocked with the CBs of P108A and P210A, respectively, and only one of each can be 
ON at the same time. The references and assumptions for these qata have been explained 
in the relevant Tables. 
5.3.2 Special Bus Load Data. The group of small motors on each bus has been 
considered as one lumped load on that bus. For these motors, a PF of 85 percent and an 
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efficiency ( EFF ) of 75 percent have been assumed. Also, miscellaneous loads have 
been considered as one lumped load on the terminal where such loads are connected. 
These data are represented in Appendix II, Table AlE.6. The calculation of special bus 
load on each bus is as follows : 
Bus B21: 
There are 24 small motors in MCC B21, with a total load of 22.49 hp. 
Lo dKW 
22.49x0.746 22 4 KW 
a 0.15 · 
LoadKVAR=22.4xtan(cos-10.85)=13.9 KVAR 
The Electric hydrogen recombiner from BUS B21 ( 6165 X318A ), according to one-line 




There are 26 small motors in MCC B22, with a total load of 28 hp. 
LoadKW 28x0.746 28 KW 
0.75 
LoadKV AR =28xtan( cos-10.85)= 17.3 KV AR 
The Electric hydrogen recombiner from BUS B22 ( 7253 X318B ), according to one-line 
drawing ( E-37 ), is 75 KW. Assume PF= 85 % . Then 
LoadKW=15KW 
LoadKV AR=75xtan(cos-10.85)=46.5KV AR 
Bus B23: 
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There are 26 small motors in MCC B23, with a total load of 28.01 hp. 




There are 21 small motors in MCC B24, with a total load of 17.6 hp. 
Lo dKW 
17.6x0.746 17 5 
KW 
a 0.75 · 
LoadKVAR=17.5xtan(cos-10.85)=10.86 KVAR 
The AFW lube oil priming pump and Heater Q73 from Bus B24 ( 7 424 Q73 ), according 
to one line drawing ( E-38 ), consists of two 8-KW heaters and a 1-hp pump. Assume PF 
= 85 % and EFF = 75 %. Then 
lx0.746 





There are 28 small motors in MCC B25, with a total load of 31.69 hp. 
Lo dKW 31.69x0.746 31 5 
KW 
a 0.75 · 
LoadKVAR=31.5xtan(cos-10.85)=19.5 KVAR 
BusB26: 
0 There are 23 small motors in MCC B26, with a total load of 29.29 hp. 
LoadKW= 29.29x0.746 
0.75 =29 KW 
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LoadKVAR=29xtan(cos-10.85)=18 KVAR 
For the welding receptacles of the Control Building from Bus B26 ( 7670 NTBllO ), 




LOAD FLOW AND VOLT AGE DROP STUDY 
This chapter discusses the results of load flow and voltage drop studies, with 
Emergency Diesel Generators ( EDG) as the source bus for both class lE A-train and 
class lE B-train models. Studies have been performed for the following cases. 
Obviously, with a detailed model for the electrical distribution system and the 
facility of turning OFF or ON any load ;;::5 hp, and closing or opening the breakers, load 
flow and voltage drop studies for any combination of the loads and configuration of the 
network can be carried out quickly and easily. 
6.1 Case 1: Load Flow And Voltage Drop For 100 % Load 
The model for class lE A-train has 107 buses and for class lE B-train 97 buses, 
where each load of ;;::5 hp has been individually modeled. All the connected loads have 
been assumed as ON at 100 % . This assumption may not be practical, but it will give us 
useful information about the lowest limit for any terminal voltage for any combination of 
the loads. These terminal voltages must be greater than the minimum specified voltage 
for the equipment. 
A sample of the results for this case for class lE A-train is given in Appendix III, 
while the important summary for both trains are given in Section 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. 
6.1.1 Summary of the load flow and voltage drop study for the class lE A-train. 
For this case, the master file ATlE has been created and the results of the Demand Load 
Analysis and Load Flow And Voltage Drop study have been stored in files R107DC1 and 
R107LC1, respectively. The EDGl terminal voltage has been assumed to be 0.995 P.U. 
under full load condition. This is based on the observation that the EDG voltage is 1.0 
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P.U. with a half-percent voltage drop on full load. The maximum voltage drop on each 
branch and each bus has been specified as 5.0 % and 13.5 % , respectively ( 13.5 % 
voltage drop of rated voltage for 480 volts is roughly equal to the 10 % voltage drop for 
rated voltage of 460 volts). 
The results of the load flow and voltage drop study show six voltage criteria 
violations, four branch voltage drop violations, and two bus voltage drop violations. The 
voltage drop between the primary and secondary of Load Center Transformer No. 1 is 
8.37 % and the voltage drop on 6510 M08808A ( accumulator tank, T205A outlet, 
isolation valve) feeder is 5.33 % 'which are more than 5 % (each branch voltage drop 
violation is expressed twice in DAPPER report). The bus voltage for 6303 VC181A ( 
service water pump room exhaust fan ) is 410 volts and for 6327 V251A ( centrifuge 
charging, pump room, cooling unit ) is 412 volts, both being less than 414 volts ( 
460 - 10 % = 414 ). 
Other bus and terminal voltages are within the limits. The following loads have 
minimum terminal voltage among the loads from each bus. 
Bus Al 4112 P108A Service Water Pump; 4124 volts 
Bus BOl 6013 VC201A Containment Air Cooler ( West ); 418 volts 
BusB03 6034 VC214C Control Rod Drive Mechanism Blower; 434 volts 
Bus B21 6114 M08700A Residual Heat Removal Pump, Suction Valve; 418 volts 
BusB23 6303 VC181A Service Water Pump Room Exhaust Fan; 410 volts 
BusB25 6510 M08808A Accumulator Tank, Isolation Valve; 426 volts 
The total. load on EDG 1 is 5,689 KV A with a power factor of 85 % , which is 
less than the maximum KVA ( 5,788 ) that EDG 1 can handle for 200 hours during its 
life. 
The main bus voltages are : 
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4125 EDGl EDG 1 terminal; 4139 volts 
4105 BUS Al 4,160 KV Bus Al; 4132 volts 
6010BUS BOl 480 Volts Bus BOl; 436 volts 
6030BUS B03 480 Volts Bus B03; 455 volts 
6100BUS B21 480 Volts Bus B21; 434 volts 
6300BUS B23 480 Volts Bus B23; 434 volts 
6500BUS B25 480 Volts Bus B25; 452 volts 
6.1.2 Summary of the load flow and voltage drop study for the class lE B-train. 
For this case study, the master file BTlE has been created and the results of the Demand 
Load Analysis and Load Flow And Voltage Drop study have been stored in files R97DC1 
and R97LC1, respectively. All the assumptions were same as for the A-train. 
The results of the load flow and voltage drop study show four branch voltage drop 
criteria violations. The voltage drop between the primary and secondary for Load Center 
Transformer No. 2 is 7.98 % and for Load Center Transformer No. 4 is 5.43 % , which 
are more than 5 % . 
All the bus and terminal voltages are within the limits. The following loads have 
minimum terminal voltage among the loads off from each bus. 
BUSA2 4212Pl08B Service water Pump; 4122 volts 
BUS B02 7022 PlllA Fire Pump; 420 volts 
BUS B04 7041 VC204B Containment Air Cooler ( North ); 437 volts 
BUS B22 7238 T216A B Boric Acid Tank Heater; 424 volts 
BUS B24 7442 VC181B Service Water Pump Room Exhaust Fan; 416 volts 
BUS B26 7613 M08808B Accumulator Tank, Isolation Valve; 428 volts 
The total load on EDG2 is 5,810 KV A with a power factor of 85 % , which is not 
less than maximum KV A ( 5,788 ) that EDG2 can handle for 200 hours during its life. 
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The main bus voltages are : 
4225EDG2 EDG2 terminal; 4139 volts 
4205BUSA2 4,160 KV Bus A2; 4128 volts 
7020BUS B02 480 Volts Bus B02; 438 volts 
7040BUS B04 480 Volts Bus B04; 450 volts 
7200BUS B22 480 Volts Bus B22; 437 volts 
7400BUS B24 480 Volts Bus B24; 437 volts 
7600BUS B26 480 Volts Bus B26; 447 volts 
6.2 Case 2 : Load Flow and Voltage Drop with Partial Load. 
This study was performed to validate our already described modeling concept 
regarding switching OFF loads. The study demonstrated that the modeling concept 
works well. As a sample, the 4232 P217 Charging Pump, and the 7020 PlllA Fire 
Pump were turned OFF. The following Load Schedules clearly show that the Charging 
Pump is a 194.5 KV A connected load, but when it is OFF it has a zero KV A demand 
load, and similarly, for the Fire Pump which is 191.2 KVA connected load. As expected, 
switching OFF part of the load reduces the equipment overloading and raises the bus 
voltages. 
LOAD SCliEflJIE roR 4232 P217 4160. VOLTS LINE TO LINE 
SOORCE OF~ 4205 IlJS :.A2 .:.~ 
ITEM DESCRIPI'ION * <X>NNECI'ED LOAD * DEMAND IDAD * DESIGN LOAD * % 
KVA AMPS KVA AMPS KVA AMPS PF 
END USE I.DAO:> 
II OFF II 194.5 27.0 .o .o .o .o 100.0 
'lUI'AIS 194.5 27.0 .o .Q .o .o 100.0 
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LOAD SOiEilJIE FOR 4205 BJS A2 4160. VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
SOORCE OF PWR 4223 A208 
ITEM DESCRIPITON * a:>NNF.CTED I.DAD * DEMAND I.DAD * DE.SIGN IDAD * % 
¥YA AMPS ¥YA AMPS ¥YA AMPS PF 
BRANOi I.DAil> 
4202 A201 .o .o .o .o WARNING: LOAD IS ZERO 
4210 P108C 523.8 72.7 .1 .o .1 .o 100.0 
4212 P108B 523.8 72.7 523.8 72.7 523.8 72.7 -80.0 
4213 P204B 461.1 64.0 461.1 64.0 461.1 64.0 -90.0 
4215 P210B 453.9 63.0 453.9 63.0 453.9 63.0 -90.0 
4220 P210C 453.9 63.0 .o .o .o .o 100.0 
4221 A207 1287.3 178.7 1119.0 155.3 1119.0 155.3 -86.1 
4226 P205B 543.3 75.4 543.3 75.4 543.3 75.4 -90.0 
4228 P203B 374.7 52.0 374.7 52.0 374.7 52.0 -90.0 
4230 P202B 367.5 51.0 367.5 51.0 367.5 51.0 -90.0 
4232 P217 194.5 27.0 .o .o .o .o 100.0 
4233 A213 1056.7 146.7 1005.4 139.5 1005.4 139.5 -85.0 
'IUl'ALS 6119.4 849.3 4839.0 671.6 4839.0 671.6 -87.2 
LOAD SOiEilJIE FOR 7022 PlllA 480. VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
SOORCE OF PWR 7020 IlJS B02 
ITEM DE&lUPrION * CDNNECI'ED LOAD * DEMAND LOAD * DESIGN IDAD * % 
¥YA AMPS ¥YA AMPS ¥YA AMPS PF 
END USE I.OAil> 
II OFF II 191.2 230.0 .o .o .o .o 100.0 
'IUl'ALS 191.2 230.0 .o .o .o .o 100.0 
LOAD SOiEilJIE FOR 7020 llJS B02 480. VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
SOORCE OF PWR 7000 I.CT 2 SEC 
ITEM DESCRIPI'ION * CDNNECI'ED LOAD * DEMAND LOAD * DESIGN LOAD * % 
¥YA AMPS ¥YA AMPS 1WA AMPS PF 
BRANOi I.DAil) 
7022 PlllA 191.2 230.0 .o .o .o .o 100.0 
7023 VC201B 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 -82.5 
7024 B0222 303.9 365.5 303.9 365.5 303.9 365.5 -89.2 
7025 B0223 465.4 559.8 465.4 559.8 465.4 559.8 -86.1 
7028 Cl02B 99.8 120.0 99.8 120.0 99.8 120.0 -85.0 
7029 VC202B 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 -82.5 
'lUI'AlS 1287.3 1548.4 1119.0 1345.9 1119.0 1345.9 -86.1 
CONCLUSION 
A detailed and comprehensive electrical model for the emergency electrical 
distribution system of the Trojan Nuclear Power Plant has been developed. This model 
includes the representation of the transformers, circuit breakers, motors , cables and load 
data from 4160 volts level down to the individual 480 volts loads. For developing this 
model, a large amount of data had to be obtained. 
Because of the important role of the model in safety-related studies, all the 
assumptions had to be justified as valid and conseivative, like: not modeling individually 
any load less than 5 hp, using R and X of cables from NEC[3] tables, representation of 
the loads in OFF situations, and X of the cables .for multi-cable per phase feeders. 
Finally the computer programs " DAPPER " which employ the model had to be verified. 
The model has special features like: turning ON or OFF any load of greater than 
or equal to 5 hp, capability to examine different network configuration, evaluation of 
motor starting conditions, adjusting the transformer tap setting and examination of 
different cable characteristics. 
The model can be extended to include the non-emergency sections of the 
electrical distribution system. Also, fault studies can be evaluated by adding the fault 
contribution data to the model. 
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DEMAND IOAD ANALYSIS PRCGRAM FOR TE5T2 
SIX-EUS TE.ST SYSTEM VALID..l\TION 
roRl'I.AND GENERAL EI.ECI'RIC a::::MPANY 
Ill\TE: 4 27 88 
TIME: 3 46 IM 
( T2RD ) 
AIL INFORMATION ffiESENTED IS FOR REVIEW, APPROVAL, INTERPREI'ATION 
AND APPLICATION BY A :RffiISTERED ENGINEER ONLY 
----------------------------------
DAPPER ( DEMAND IOAD ANALYSIS MINI/MICRO VERSION 3. 3 1EVEL 2 .1) 
CX>PYRIGHI' SRM SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, INC. 1983 
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I:Ycr'E: 4 27 88 TIME: 3 46 :EM 
DEMAND IDAD ANALYSIS PKlGRAM FOR TEST2 
SIX-EIJS TEST SYSI'EM VALIJ:Ycr!ON ( T2RD ) 
FORI'IAND GENERAL EI.ECI'RIC a:J.1PANY 
IDAD SUMMARY 
****************************************************************************** 
IDAD SCliEilJIE FOR 1 ONE 480. 'VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
SCURCE OF FWR **** SCURCE EUS 
ITEM DESCRIPrION * CX>NNECI'ED IDAD * DEMAND IDAD * DFSIGN IDAD * % 
IWA AMPS IWA AMPS IWA AMPS PF 
BRANCli I.OAOO 
2 SWB 2 57.3 68.9 57.3 68.9 60.4 72.7 -81.5 
TOl'AIS 57.3 68.9 57.3 68.9 60.4 72.7 -81.5 
IDAD SCliEilJIE FOR 2 SWB 2 480. 'VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
SCURCE OF FWR 1 ONE 
ITEM DESCRIPI'ION * CX>NNECI'ED IDAD * DEMAND IDAD *· DFSIGN IDAD * % 
IWA AMPS IWA AMPS IWA AMPS PF 
BRANCli I.OAOO 
3 SWB 3 6.1 7.3 6.1 7.3 6.1 7.3 -80.4 
4 SWB 4 51.2 61.6 51.2 61.6 54.3 65.3 -81.6 
TOl'AIS 57.3 68.9 57.3 68.9 60.4 72.7 -81.5 
IDAD SCliEilJIE FOR 3 SWB 3 480. 'VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
SCURCE OF FWR 2 SWB 2 
ITEM DESCRIPrION * CX>NNECI'ED IDAD * DEMAND IDAD * DFSIGN IDAD * % 
IWA AMPS IWA AMPS IWA AMPS PF 
END USE I.OAOO 
GENERAL I.OAOO 2.5 3.0 2.5 3.0 2.5 3.0 -81.0 
BRANCli I.OAOO 
6 PANEL 6 3.6 4.3 3.6 4.3 3.6 4.3 -80.0 
TOl'AIS 6.1 7.3 6.1 7.3 6.1 7.3 -80.4 
IDAD SCliEilJIE FOR 4 SWB 4 480. 'VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
SCURCE OF FWR 2 SWB 2 
ITEM DESCRIPrION * CX>NNECI'ED IDAD * DEMAND IDAD * DESIGN IDAD * % 
IWA AMPS IWA AMPS IWA AMPS PF 
END USE I.OAOO 
GENERAL I.OAOO 25.0 30.1 25.0 30.1 25.0 30.1 -80.0 
BRANCli I.OAOO 
5 MCC 5 26.2 31.6 26.2 31.6 29.3 35.3 -82.9 . 
TOl'AIS 51.2 61.6 51.2 61.6 54.3 65.3 -81.6 
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DA.TE: 4 27 88 TIME: 3 46 :EM 
DEMAND IDAD ANALYSIS PRCGAAM FOR TEST2 
SIX-EIJS TES!' SYSTEM VALIDA.TION ( T2RD ) 
:roRI'IANO GENERAL EI.ECI'RIC cx:MPANY 
IDAD SUMMARY 
****************************************************************************** 
IDAD sam:m.E FOR 5 MCC 5 480. VOLTS LINE TO LINE 
SaJRCE OF !WR 4 SWB 4 
ITEM DESCRIPI'ION * CONNECTED IDAD * DEMAND IDAD * DESIGN IDAD * % 
KVA AMPS KVA AMPS KVA AMPS p F 
END USE I.OALS 
GENERAL I.OALS 13.8 16.6 13.8 16.6 13.8 16.6 -86.0 
GENERAL I.OALS 12.5 15.0 12.5 15.0 15.6 18.8 -80.0 
'lUl'ALS 26.2 31.6 26.2 31.6 29.3 35.3 -82.9 
IDAD sam:m.E FOR 6 PANEL 6 480. VOLTS LINE TO LINE 
SaJRCE OF !WR 3 SWB 3 
ITEM DESCRIPI'ION * CONNECTED IDAD * DEMAND IDAD * DESIGN IDAD * % 
KVA AMPS KVA AMPS KVA AMPS PF 
END USE I.OALS 
GENERAL I.OAr:S 3.6 4.3 3.6 4.3 3.6 4.3 -80.0 
'lUl'ALS 3.6 4.3 3.6 4.3 3.6 4.3 -80.0 
DA.TE: 4 27 88 TIME: 3 46 FM 
D™1\ND I.DAD ANALYSIS ~ FOR TEST2 
SIX-EIJS TE.5T SYSTEM VALIDA.TION 
roRI'I.AND GENERAL EI.ECI'RIC Cl:'MPANY 
SCXJRCE I.DAD SUMMARY 
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( T2RD ) 
****************************************************************************** 
I.DAD EIJS 1 ONE 480. VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
I.DAD DE.SCRIPITON UNI'IS CDNNECI'ED D™1\ND DESIGN RMER FACTOR 
TYPE l.OAD I.DAD l.OAD % 
GENERAL LOAI:S KW 22.9 22.9 22.9 
KVAR -17.2 -17.2 -17.2 
FYA 28.6 28.6 28.6 80.0 IAGGING 
GENERAL LOAI:S KW 2.0 2.0 2.0 
KVAR -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 
FYA 2.5 2.5 2.5 81.0 IAGGING 
GENERAL LOAI:S KW 11.9 11.9 11.9 
KVAR -7.0 -7.0 -7.0 
FYA 13.8 13.8 13.8 86.0 IAGGING 
GENERAL LOAI:S KW 10.0 10.0 12.5 
KVAR -7.5 -7.5 -9.4 
FYA 12.5 12.5 15.6 80.0 IAGGING 
-----
TOl'AL IDAll3 KW 46.8 46.8 49.2 
KVAR -33.2 -33.2 -35.0 
FYA 57.3 57.3 60.4 
% PF 81.6 81.6 81.5 
U!GGING I.AGGING U!GGING 
mTE: 4 27 SS TIME: 3 46 IM 
DEMAND I..OAD ANALYSIS PRCGRAM FOR TFST2 
SIX-WS TEST SYSTEM VAL!J).1).TION ( T2RD ) 
roRI'IAND GENERAL EI.ECTRIC a::MPANY 
I..OAD DEMAND TABIE 
I..OAD DESCRIPITON I.DAD FIRST DEMAND SECDND DEMAND 'IHIRD DEMAND 
T'iPE FYA % FYA % FNA % 
GENERAL I.OADS K ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
GENERAL I.OADS K ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
GENERAL I.QADS K ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
GENERAL I.OADS K ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
II OFF II K ALL o. ALL o. ALL o. 
II STAR!' II z ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
HEATER z ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
SPARE K ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
GENERAL I.OADS K ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
GENERAL I.OADS K ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
NOI'ES: I.DAD T'iPE 10 :EroVIDES TRANSFER FUNCTION 'IO I.DAD TYPE 9 
DEMAND AND DE.SIGN FACTORS APPLIED AT FAOI I.DAD ElJS 














I.DAD F'I.CM & VOIJI'AGE mop S'IUDY FOR TESI'2 
SIX-El.JS TEST SYSTEM VALID.?m:ON ( T2RL ) 
R>RI'IAND GENERAL EIECTRIC CXMPANY 
~= 4 27 88 
TIME: 3 48 FM 
ALL INFORMATION ffiESENI'ED IS FOR REVIE.W I APPROVAL 
INI'ERPREI'ATION AND APPLICATION BY A REGISTERED 
ENGINEER ONLY 
DAPPER (I.DAD F'I.CM AND VOIJI'AGE mop KINI/MICRO VERSION 3. 3 LEVEL 2 .1) 
CD~GHI' SI<M SYSTEMS ANALYSIS, INC. 1983 
I 
Illcr'E: 4 27 88 TIME: 3 48 IM 
LOAD FI..CM & VOUI'AGE DROP S'IUDY FOR TESI'2 
SIX-WS TEST SYSTEM VALI~TION ( T2RL ) 





2 SWB 2 
IMPEDANCE: 
2 SWB 2 
IMPEDANCE: 
3 SWB 3 
IMPEDANCE: 





2 SWB 2 
.3000 + J 
3 SWB 3 
<;[ff vours IENGIH 
/Rf L-L FEEI' 
1 480. 100. 
.4000 OHMS/1000 FT 
1 480. 200. 
3.0000 + J 4.0000 OHMS/1000 FT 
4 SWB 4 1 480. 500. 
.3000 + J .4000 OHMS/1000 FT 
6 PANEL 6 1 480. o. 
.0001 + J .0001 OHMS/1000 FT 
5 MCC 5 1 480. 500. 
.3000 + J .4000 OHMS/1000 FT 
FEEDER DESCRIPITON 








Dt\TE: 4 27 SS TIME: 3 4S IM 
LOAD FIJ:M & VOillAGE IEOP SIUDY FOR TFST2 
SIX-BJS TEST SYSTEM VALIDt\TION ( T2RL } 
R:>RI'I.AND GENERAL EIECI'RIC a::MPANY 
BRANCH LOAD DATA 
FROM TO CDNSTANT KVA roNsrANr IMPEDt\NCE BR DIR 
NO NAME NO NAME KVA :EWR FACTOR KVA :EWR FACTOR TY 
1 ONE 2 SWB 2 57. .S2 IND. FD 
2 SWB 2 3 SWB 3 6. .so IND. FD 
2 SWB 2 4 SWB 4 51. .S2 IND. FD 
3 SWB 3 6 PANEL 6 4. .SO IND. FD 
4 SWB 4 5 MCC 5 26. .83 IND. FD 
Ol\TE: 4 27 88 TIME: 3 48 FM 
IDAD FI.CW & VOLTAGE I:ROP S'IUDY FOR TE.5T2 
SIX-WS TEST SYSTEM VALI~TION ( T2RL ) 
roRI'IANO GENERAL EIECIRIC a::MPANY 
*** SOilJI'ION a:M1EN'rS *** 
SOilJI'ION P~ 
PER UNIT DRIVING VOLTAGE 
BRANO{ VOLTAGE CRITERIA 
ElJS VOLTAGE CRITERIA 











01\TE: 4 27 88 TIME: 3 48 FM 
IDAD F'I.0-l & VOLTAGE mop SIUDY FOR TE.5T2 
SIX-EIJS TEST SYSTEM VALIDM'ION ( T2RL ) 
roRI'UND GENERAL EIECI'RIC a::MPANY 
.BMANCED VOLTAGE mop AND IDAD F'I.0-l ANALYSIS (SPECIAL ElJS IDAD REroRI') 
***************************************************************************** 
VOLTAGE EFFECT ON I.OAJ:S IDDEIED 'ffiANSFOR-IBR VOLTAGE mop IDDEI.ED 
VOLTAGE mop CRITERIA: BRANClI = 2. 50 % ElJS = 5. 00 
PER UNIT mIVING VOLTAGE = 1. 0000 
I.DAD EIJS: 1 ONE 
I.DAD ro: 2 SWB 2 
PRlJECI'ED FCMER F'I.0-l: 
I..OOSES 'IHR1 FEEDER: 
I.DAD FRCM: **** saJRCE 
ffiOJECI'ED FCMER F'I.0-l: 
I.a3SES 'IHR1 FEEDER: 
I.DAD llJS: 2 SWB 2 
I.DAD FRCM: 1 ONE 
PRlJECI'ED FCMER F'I.0-l: 
I..OOSES 'IHR1 FEEDER: 
I.DAD ro: 3 SWB 3 
PRlJECI'ED FCMER F'I.0-l: 
I..OOSES 'IHR1 FEEDER: 
I.DAD ro: 4 SWB 4 
PRlJECI'ED FCMER FI£M: 
I..OOSES 'IHR1 FEEDER: 
I.DAD llJS: 3 SWB 3 
LOAD FRCM: 2 SWB 2 
PRlJECI'ED FCMER FI£M: 
I..OOSES 'IHR1 FEEDER: 
I.DAD ID:. 6 PANEL 6 
PRlJECI'ED FCMER FI£M: 
I..OOSES 'IHR1 FEEDER: 
I.DAD EIJS: 4 SWB 4 
LOAD FRCM: 2 SWB 2 
ffiOJECI'ED FCMER FI£M: 
I.a3SES 'IHR1 FEEDER: 
LOAD ro: 5 MCC 5 
PRlJECI'ED FCMER FI£M: 




50. I<W 37. KVAR 
.5 I<W .7 KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 
50. I<W 37. KVAR 




50. I<W 36. KVAR 
.5 I<W .7 KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 
5. I<W 3. KVAR 
.1 N:l .1 KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 
44. I<W 33. KVAR 




5. I<W 3. KVAR 
.1 I<W .1 KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 
3. I<W 3. KVAR 




42. I<W 30. KVAR 
2.0 I<W 2.7 KVAR 
FEEDER .AMPS: 
22. I<W 15. KVAR 
.6 I<W .7 KVAR 
480 IDAD VOLTAGE: 
57 FYA 
75 VOLTAGE moP: 
62. FYA PF: 
.8 FYA 
75 VOLTAGE moP: 
62. FYA PF: 
.O FYA 
480 IDAD VOLTAGE: 
57 FYA. 
75 VOLTAGE moP: 
62. FYA PF: 
.8 FYA 
8 VOLTAGE moP: 
6. FYA PF: 
.2 FYA 
67 VOLTAGE moP: 
55. FYA PF: 
3.4 FYA 
480 IDAD VOLTAGE: 
6 FYA 
8 VOLTAGE moP: 
6. FYA PF: 
.2 FYA 
5 VOLTAGE moP: 
4. FYA PF: 
.o FYA 
480 1DAD VOLTAGE: 
51 FYA 
67 VOLTAGE moP: 
52. FYA PF: 
3.4 FYA 
35 VOLTAGE moP: 
27. FYA PF: 
.9 FYA 
480 %VD: .o 
6.2 %VD: 1.29 
.81 LAGGING 
.0 %VD: .00 
.80 LAGGING 
474 %VD: 1.3 
6.2 %VD: 1.29 
.81 LAGGING 
12.0 %VD: 2.51$ 
.87 LAGGING 
27.9 %VD: 5.82$ 
.so LAGGING 
462 %VD: 3.8 
12.0 %VD: 2.51$ 
.87 LAGGING 
.0 %VD: .00 
.79 LAGGING 
446 %VD: 7.1$ 
27.9 %VD: 5.82$ 
.81 LAGGING 
14.4 %VD: 2.99$ 
.83 IAGGING 
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mTE: 4 27 88 TIME: 3 48 FM 
I.OAD FI.!M & VOLT!IGE DROP S'IUDY FOR TEST2 
SIX-ElJS TE.ST SYSI'EM VALimTION ( T2RL ) 
:EORl'IAND GENERAL EIECI'RIC a:MPANY 
BAI.ANCED VOLTAGE DROP AND IOAD FI.CM ANALYSIS (SPECIAL ElJS IOAD REroRI') 
***************************************************************************** 
VOLTAGE EFFECT ON I.DArn M:>DEI.ED TRANSFORMER VOLTAGE DROP M:>DEI.ED 
VOLTAGE I:R:>P auTERIA: BRANO{ = 2. 50 % El.JS = 5. 00 
PER UNIT rRIVING VOLTAGE = 1. 0000 
I.OAD I:IJS: 5 MCC 5 
I.OAD FRCM: 4 SWB 4 
PR:lJECl'ED ~ FI.CM: 
I.t:SSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
IOAD ElJS: 6 PANEL 6 
IOAD FRCM: 3 SWB 3 
PR:lJECl'ED ~ FLJ:M: 










3. I<W 3. KVAR 
.O I<W .O KVAR 
480 IOAD VOLTAGE: 
26 !WA 
35 VOLTAGE DROP: 
26. !WA PF: 
.9 !WA 
480 IDAD VOLTAGE: 
4 !WA 
5 VOLTAGE DROP: 
4. !WA PF: 
.o !WA 
*** T 0 T A L S Y S T E M L 0 S S E S *** 
3. I<W 4. KVAR 
***WARNIN'.i*** S'IUDY CDNTAINS 8 VOLTAGE CRrrERIA VIOIATIONS 
VIOIATIONS DENOI'ED BY ( $) 'AT ElJS AND BRANOf %VD I.OCATIONS 
432 %VD: 10.1$ 
14.4 %VD: 2.99$ 
.83 I.AGGING 
462 %VD: 3.8 
.O %VD: • 00 
.79 I.AGGING 
IEEE 14 EUS TEST SYSTEM VALIDA.TION 
roRI'I.AND GENERAL EI.ECTRIC ro1PANY 
DA.TE: 5 20 87 
TIME: 12 56 FM 
ALL INFORMATION PRESENTED IS FOR REVIE.W, APPROVAL 




DAPPER (IDAD FICM AND VOUI'AGE IROP MINI/MICRO VERSION 3.3 IBVEL 2.1) 
Cl)PmJ:GHI' SKM SYS'l"EM; ANALYSIS, rnc. 1983 
--~~----~----~~----------~~----~------------~~----~--------------------------
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Dil\.TE: 5 20 87 TIME:l2 56 FM 
IEEE 14 BJS TE.ST SYSI'EM VALIDil\.TION 
FORI'I.AND GENERAL EI.ECI'RIC a:ffi>ANY 
FEEDER DATA 
FEEDER FRCM FEEDER 'ID <;[rY. VOIJI'S I.ENGIH FEEDER DESCRIPTION 
NO NAME NO NAME ;m IrL FEEI' SIZE TYPE oocr IllSUL 
1 ONE 2 'Im 1 1000. 1000. 1 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0194 + J .0592 OHMS/1000 FT 
1 ONE 5 FIVE 1 1000. 1000. 4 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0540 + J .2230 OHMS/1000 FT 
1 ONE 15 FIFTEEN 1 1000. 1. 21 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0001 + J .0001 OHMS/1000 FT 
2 'Im 3 'l'HREE 1 1000. 1000. 2 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0470 + J .1980 OHMS/1000 FT 
2 'Im 4 Fa.JR 1 1000. 1000. 3 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0581 + J .1763 OHMS/1000 FT 
2 'Im 5 FIVE 1 1000. 1000. 5 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0570 + J .1739 OHMS/1000 FT 
3 'l'HREE 4 Fa.JR 1 1000. 1000. 6 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0670 + J .1710 OHMS/1000 FT 
4 Fa.JR 5 FIVE 1 1000. 1000. 7 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0134 + J .0421 OHMS/1000 FT 
6 SIX 11 EI.EVEN 1 1000. 1000. 14 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0950 + J .1989 OHMS/1000 FT 
6 SIX 12 'IWELVE 1 1000. 1000. 15 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .1229 + J .2558 OHMS/1000 FT 
6 SIX 13 'IHIRI'EEN 1 1000. 1000. 16 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0662 + J .1303 OHMS/1000 FT 
7 SEVFN 8 EIGHI' 1 1000. 1000. 10 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .oooo + J .1762 OHMS/1000 FT 
7 SEVFN 9 NINE 1 1000. 1000. 12 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0000 + J .1100 OHMS/1000 FT 
9 NINE 10 TEN 1 1000. 1000. 13 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0318 + J .0845 OHMS/1000 FT 
9 NINE 14 FOORI'EEN 1 1000. 1000. 17 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .1271 + J .2704 OHMS/1000 FT 
10 TEN 11 EI.EVEN 1 1000. 1000. 18 c N 
IMPEDANCE: .0821 + J .1921 OHMS/1000 FT 
Q.l>.TE: 5 20 87 TIME:l2 56 FM 
IEEE 14 RJS TEST SYSI'EM VAUIY>.TION 






r;[N. VOLTS lENGIH 
/EH IrL FEE!' 
FEEDER DESCRIPl'ION 
SIZE TYPE wcr rnSUL 
12 'IWELVE 13 'IHIRl'EEN 1 1000. 1000. 19 c N 
IMPEIY\NCE: • 2209 + J .1999 OHM.5/1000 FT 
13 'IHIRl'EEN 14 FtURI'EEN 1 1000. 1000. 20 c N 
IMPEIY\NCE: .1709 + J .3480 OHM.5/1000 FT 
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DA.TE: 5 20 87 T1ME:12 56 ™ 
IEEE 14 B.JS TE.ST SYSTEM VALIDA.TION 












PRI * SECx:>NIY\RY RECORD vorrrs 
L-L 
SEC NCMrnAL 
FIA NO 'NAME FIA FYA 
1000. 577. 7 SE.VEN 1000. 577. 1000.0 
.0000 + J20.9120 PERCENI' TRANSFORMER FIXED TAP: -2.2 % 
1000. 577. 9 NINE 1000. 577. 1000.0 
.0000 + J55.6180 PERCENI' TRANSFORMER FIXED TAP: -3.1 % 
1000. 577. 6 SIX 1000. 577. 1000.0 
.0000 + J25.2020 PERCENI' TRANSFORMER FIXED TAP: -6.8 % 
60 
I:Y>.TE: 5 20 87 TIME:l2 56 FM 
IEEE 14 BJS TEST SYSTEM VALII:Y>.TION 
roRI'I.AND GENERAL EIECTRIC W1PANY 
BUS SPECIAL STUDY DATA 
* NO * NAME * KW * KVAR * I.OAD/GENERATION 
1 ONE 2324. -112. GENERATION 
2 'n'l> 183. 389. GENERATION 
3 'IHREE 942. -84. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
4 FCXJR 478. -83. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
5 FIVE 76. -34. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
6 SIX 112. -47. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
8 EIGHI' o. 174. GENERATION 
9 NINE 295. -46. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
10 TEN 90. 58. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
11 EI.EVEN 35. 18. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
12 'IWELVE 61. 16. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
13 'IHIRI'EEN 135. 58. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
14 RXJRl'EEN 149. 50. OONSTANI' ¥JlA I.OAD 
mTE: 5 20 87 TIBE:l2 56 IM 
IEEE 14 EIJS TEST SYSI'EM VALimTION 
roRI'I.AND ~ EI.ECI'RIC a:MPANY 
*** SOIIJI'ION CXl-1MEN'l'S *** 
SOIIJI'ION PARAMETERS 
PER UNIT IIUVING VOLTAGE 
BRANOI VOIJI'AGE CRITERIA 








«PERCENT VOLTAGE I:R)PS ARE BASED ON NCMINAL DESIGN VOLTAGES» 
61 
DM'E: 5 20 87 TIME:l2 56 FM 
IEEE 14 BJS TEST SYSTEM VALimTION 
FORI'IAND GENERAL EI.ECI'RIC CD1PANY 
BAUNCED VOLTAGE mop AND ID.AD FI.CM ANALYSIS (SPECIAL EUS IDAD REFORI') 
***************************************************************************** 
VOLTAGE EFFECI' ON IDAll3 M'.IDEI.ED TRANSFORMER VOLTAGE DROP MJDEIBD 
VOLTAGE DROP CRITERIA: BRANCH = 2.50 % BJS = 5.00 
PER UNIT DRIVING VOLTAGE = 1. 0600 
I.OAD EIJS: 1 ONE DESIGN VOLTAGE: 1000 IDAD VOLTAGE: 1060 %VD: -6.0 
SPECIAL EIJS GENERATION: 2324. KW -112. KVAR 
I.OAD TO: 2 ~ FEEDER AMPS: 859 VOLTAGE DROP: 15.0 %VD: 1.50 
:EmJECI'ED ro-JER FI.CM: 1568. KW -174. KVAR 1578. FJlA PF: .99 LEADING 
U::SSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 43.0 KW 131.2 KVAR 138.0 FJlA 
ID.AD TO: 5 FIVE 
:EmJECI'ED :faoJER FI.CM: 
U::SSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
I.OAD TO: 15 FIFTEEN 
:EmJECI'ED ro-JER FI.CM: 
U::SSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
I.OAD EIJS: 2~ 
FEEDER AMPS: 413 VOLTAGE DROP: 39.8 %VD: 3.98$ 
756. KW 63. KVAR 758. FJlA PF: 1.00 UNITY 
27.7 KW 114.1 KVAR 117.4 FJlA 
FEEDER AMPS: 2 VOLTAGE DROP: 
4. KW 3. KVAR 4. FJlA PF: 
.O KW .0 KVAR .o FJlA 
.O %VD: .00 
.79 IAGGING 
DESIGN VOLTAGE: 1000 IDAD VOLTAGE: 1045 %VD: -4.5 
SPECIAL BJS GENERATION: 183. KW 389. KVAR 
I.OAD FR:M: 1 ONE F'EEDER AMPS: 859 VOLTAGE DROP: 15.0 %VD: 1.50 
:EmJECI'ED ro-JER FI.CM: 1525. KW -305. KVAR 1556. FJlA PF: .98 LEADING 
U::SSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 43.0 KW 131.2 KVAR 138.0 FJlA 
IDAD TO: 3 'IHREE 
:EmJECI'ED ro-JER FI.CM: 
U::SSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
FEEDER AMPS: 406 VOLTAGE moP: 35.0 %VD: 3.50$ 
732. KW 60. KVAR 734. FJlA PF: 1.00 UNITY 
23.2 KW 97.8 KVAR 100.5 FJlA 
I.OAD TO: 4 RXJR FEEDER AMPS: 310 VOLTAGE mop: 26.4 %VD: 2.64$ 
:EmJECI'ED ro-JER FI.CM: · 561. KW -2. KVAR 561. FJlA PF: 1. 00 UNITY 
Ia5SES 'IHRU FEEDER: 16.8 KW 50.9 KVAR 53.6 FJlA 
I.OAD TO: 5 FIVE FEEDER AMPS: 230 VOLTAGE moP: 24. 7 %VD: 2.47 
:EmJECI'ED ro-JER FI.CM: 415. KW 26. KVAR 416. FNA PF: 1.00 UNITY 
Ia5SES 'IHRU FEEDER: 9.0 KW 27.5 KVAR 29.0 FJlA 
I.DAD EIJS: 3 'IHREE DESIGN VOLTAGE: 1000 IDAD VOLTAGE: 1010 %VD: -1.0 
SPECIAL BJS I.DAD: 942. KW -84. KVAR 
62 
I.DAD FR:M: 2 ~ FEEDER AMPS: 406 VOLTAGE DROP: 35.0 %VD: 3.50$ 
:EmJECI'ED ro-JER FI.CM: 
U::SSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
I.OAD FR:M: 4 Fa.JR 
:EmJECI'ED :faoJER FI.CM: 
Ia5SES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
709. KW -38. KVAR 710. FJlA PF: 1.00 UNITY 
23.2 KW 97.8 KVAR 100.5 FJlA 
FEEDER AMPS: 136 VOLTAGE DROP: 
233. KW -46. KVAR 238. FJlA PF: 
3.7 KW 9.5 KVAR 10.2 FJlA 
8.6 %VD: .86 
.98 LEADING 
'! 
DA.TE: 5 20 87 TIME:12 56 FM 
IEEE 14 BJS TE.ST SYSTEM VALIDA.TION 
:EORI'IAND GENERAL EI.ECIRIC a:MPANY 
BMANCED VOill'AGE IR>P AND IDAD FI.CM ANALYSIS (SPECIAL BJS IDAD RE:roRI') 
***************************************************************************** 
VOI..:I'AGE EFFECI' ON I.DADS MJDEI.ED TRANSFORMER VOill'AGE IR>P IDDEI.ED 
VOI..:I'AGE DROP CRITERIA: BRANCli = 2.50 % BJS = 5.00 
PER UNIT I:!UVING VOill'AGE = 1. 0600 
IDAD BJS: 4 Fa.JR 
IDAD FR:M: 2 '!ID 
PROJECTED KMER FI.CM: 
I..0$ES 'IHRlJ FEEDER: 
IDAD 'IO: 3 'lHREE 
PROJECTED KMER FI.CM: 
I..O$ES 'IHRlJ FEEDER: 
IDAD FR:M: 5 FIVE 
PROJECTED KMER FI.CM: 
I..0$ES 'IHRlJ FEEDER: 
IDAD 'IO: 7 SEVEN 
PROJECI'ED KMER FI.CM: 
I..0$ES 'IHRlJ 'IRANSF: 
IDAD 'IO: 9 NINE 
PROJECTED KMER FI.CM: 
I..O$ES 'IHRlJ 'IRANSF: 
IDAD El.JS: 5 FIVE 
IDAD FR:M: 1 ONE 
PROJECI'ED KMER FI.CM: 
I..0$ES 'mm FEEDER: 
IDAD FR:M: 2 '!ID 
PROJECTED KMER FI.CM: 
I..O$ES 'IHRlJ FEEDER: 
IDAD 'IO: 4 Fa.JR 
PROJECTED KMER FI.CM: 
I..O$ES 'IHRlJ FEEDER: 
IDAD 'IO: 6 SIX 
PROJECI'ED KMER FI.CM: 
I..0$ES 'IHRlJ 'IRANSF: 
DESIGN VOill'AGE: 1000 IDAD VOill'AGE: 1019 %VD: -1. 9 
SPECIAL BJS IDAD: 478. KW -83. KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 310 VOill'AGE DROP: 26.4 %VD: 2.64$ 
545. KW -53. KVAR 547. INA PF: 1.00 UNITY 
16.8 KW 50.9 KVAR 53.6 INA 
FEEDER AMPS: 136 VOill'AGE IR>P: 
237. KW -36. KVAR 240. INA PF: 
3.7 KW 9.5 KVAR 10.2 INA 
FEEDER AMPS: 359 VOill'AGE DROP: 
612. KW -164. KVAR 634. INA PF: 
5.2 KW 16.3 KVAR 17.1 INA 
8.6 %VD: .86 
.99 I.EADING 
1.7 %VD: .17 
• 97 I.EADING 
TRANSF AMPS: 168 VOill'AGE DR.GP: -43.3 %VD:-4.33 
281. KW -94. KVAR 296. INA PF: .95 I.EADING 
.O KW 16.9 KVAR 16.9 INA ***XFMR TAPS -2.2%*** 
TRANSF AMPS: 91 VOill'AGE DROP: -37. 7 %VD:-3. 77 
161. KW -3. KVAR 161. KVA PF: 1. 00 UNITY 
.O KW 13.0 KVAR 13.0 KVA ***XFMR TAPS -3.1%*** 
DESIGN VOI..:I'AGE: 1000 IDAD VOill'AGE: 1020 %VD: -2. 0 
SPECIAL BJS IDAD: 76. KW · -34. KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 413 VOill'AGE IR>P: 39.8 %VD: 3.98$ 
728. KW -51. KVAR 730. KVA PF: 1.00 UNITY 
27.7 KW 114.1 KVAR 117.4 KVA 
FEEDER AMPS: 230 VOill'AGE IR>P: 24. 7 %VD: 2.47 
406. KW -1. KVAR 406. INA PF: 1.00 UNITY 
9.0 KW 27.5 KVAR 29.0 INA 
F'EEDER AMPS: 359 VOill'AGE IR>P: 
617. KW -147. KVAR 635. KVA PF: 
5.2 KW 16.3 KVAR 17.1 KVA 
1. 7 %VD: .17 
• 97 I.EADING 
TRANSF AMPS: 260 VOill'AGE IR>P: -49.7 %VD:-4.97 
441. KW 129. KVAR 459. KVA PF: • 96 LAGGING 
.O KW 44.3 KVAR 44.3 KVA ***XFMR TAPS -6.8%*** 
63 
IY\'IE: 5 20 87 TIME:12 56 fM 
IEEE 14 B.JS TEST SYSTEM VALIIY\TIOO 
PORrIAND GENERAL EI..ECI'RIC cx:MPANY 
BAIANCED VOUI'AGE DROP AND IOAD F'ICM ANALYSIS (SPECIAL B.JS IOAD REPORI') 
***************************************************************************** 
VOUI'AGE EFFECT 00 I.OAil3 K>DEI.ID TRANSFORMER VOUI'AGE DROP K>DEI.ED 
VOUI'AGE DROP CRITERIA: BRANOI = 2. 50 % B.JS = 5. 00 
PER UNIT IRIVING VOUI'AGE = 1. 0600 
IOAD aJS: 6 SIX 
IOAD FRCM: 5 FIVE 
PROJECI'ED ~ F'ICM: 
I.DSSES 'lHRU TRANSF: 
IOAD 'ID: 11 EIEVEN 
PROJECI'ED ~ F'ICM: 
I.DSSES 'lHRU FEEDER: 
IOAD 'ID: 12 'IWELVE 
PROJECI'ED ~ F'ICM: 
I.DSSES 'lHRU FEEDER: 
DESIGN VOUI'AGE: 1000 IOAD VOUI'AGE: 1070 %VD: -7. 0 
SPECIAL B.JS IOAD: 112. KW -4 7. KVAR 
TRANSF AMPS: 242 VOUI'AGE DROP: -49. 7 %VD:-4. 97 
441. KW 84. KVAR 449. FNA PF: .98 IAGGING 
.O KW 44.3 KVAR 44.3 FNA ***XFMR TAPS -6.8%*** 
FEEDER AMPS: 
73. KW 35. KVAR 
.5 KW 1.1 KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 
78. KW 25. KVAR 
• 7 KW 1.5 KVAR 
44 VOI.Jl'AGE DROP: 
81. FNA PF: 
1.3 FNA 
44 VOI.Jl'AGE DROP: 
82. FNA PF: 
1. 7 FNA 
12.9 %VD: 1.29 
.90 IAGGING 
14.8 %VD: 1.48 
.95 IAGGING 
IOAD 'ID: 13 'IHIRI'EEN FEEDER AMPS: 103 VOI.Jl'AGE DROP: 19.6 %VD: 1.96 
PROJECI'ED ~ F'ICM: 177. KW 72. KVAR 191. FNA PF: .93 IAGGING 
I.DSSES 'lHRU FEEDER: 2.1 KW 4.2 KVAR 4.7 FNA 
IOAD aJS: 7 SEVEN 
IDAD FRCM: 4 RXJR 
PROJECI'ED ~ F'ICM: 
I.DSSES 'lHRU TRANSF: 
IDAD 'ID: 8 EIGHI' 
PROJECI'ED ~ F'ICM: 
LOSSES 'lHRU FEEDER: 
IDAD 'ID: 9 NINE 
PROJECI'ED ~ F'ICM: 
LOSSES 'lHRU FEEDER: 
LOAD BJS: 8 EIGHI' 
IDAD FRCM: 7 SEVEN 
~~ F'ICM: 
I.DSSES 'lHRU FEEDER: 
DESIGN VOUI'AGE: 1000 IOAD VOUI'AGE: 1062 %VD: -6.2 
TRANSF AMPS: 164 VOUI'AGE DROP: -43.3 %VD:-4.33 
281. KW -111. KVAR 302. FNA PF: .93 LEADING 
.O KW 16.9 KVAR 16.9 FNA ***XFMR TAPS -2.2%*** 
FEEDER AMPS: 
O. KW -170. KVAR 
.0 KW 4.5 KVAR 
92 VOI.Jl'AGE DROP: -28.l %VD:-2.81 
170. FNA PF:' . .00 I.EADING 
4.5 FNA 
FEEDER AMPS: 156 VOI.Jl'AGE DROP: 5.6 %VD: .56 
.98 IAGGING 281. KW 58. KVAR 287. FNA PF: 
.0 KW 8.0 KVAR 8.0 FNA 
DESIGN VOUI'AGE: 1000 I.DAD VOUI'AGE: 1090 %VD: -9.0 
SPECIAL ElJS IDAD: 
FEEDER AMPS: 
O. KW -174. KVAR 
.0 KW 4.5 KVAR 
O. KW -174. KVAR 
92 VOIJI'AGE DROP: -28.1 %VD:-2.81 
17 4. FNA PF: • 00 LEADING 
4.5 FNA 
64 
OM:'E: 5 20 87 TIME:l2 56 FM 
IEEE 14 EIJS TE.ST SYSTEM VALIDA.TION 
PORI'IMID GENERAL EI.ECI'RIC c:x:MPANY 
BMANCED VOI.ll'AGE mop AND IDAD FI!M ANALYSIS (SPECIAL EIJS IDAD REroRr) 
***************************************************************************** 
VOI.ll'AGE EFFECT ON IDArn MJDEI.ED TRANSFORMER VOI.ll'AGE mop MJDEI.ED 
VOI.ll'AGE mop CRITERIA: BRANO! = 2.50 % EIJS = 5.00 
PER UNIT IJUVING VOI.IT'AGE = 1. 0600 
I.DAD BJS: 9 NINE 
I.DAD FRCM: 4 Fa.JR 
PROJECI'ED FCMER F'I.J:M: 
I.msES 'llRJ TRANSF: 
I.DAD FRCM: 7 SEVEN 
PROJECI'ED FCMER F'I.J:M: 
I.msES 'llRJ FEEDER: 
I.DAD 'IO: 10 TEN 
PROJECI'ED FCMER F'I.J:M: 
I.msES 'llRJ FEEDER: 
DESIGN VOI.ll'AGE: 1000 IDAD VOI.ll'AGE: 1056 %VD: -5.6 
SPECIAL BJS I.DAD: 
TRANSF AMPS: 
161. KW -16. KVAR. 
.0 KW 13.0 KVAR. 
295. KW -46. KVAR. 
88 VOI.lI'AGE mop: -37.7 %VD:-3.77 
162. KVA PF: • 99 I.FADING 
13.0 KVA ***XFMR TAPS -3.1%*** 
FEEDER AMPS: 156 VOI.IT'AGE moP: 5.6 %VD: .56 
.98 IAGGING 281. KW 50. KVAR. 285. KVA PF: 
.O KW 8.0 KVAR. 8.0 KVA 
FEEDER AMPS: 37 VOI.lI'AGE mop: 
52. KW 43. KVAR. 68. KVA PF: 
.1 KW .3 KVAR. .4 KVA 
5.0 %VD: .50 
.77 IAGGING 
I.DAD 'IO: 14 FaJRI'EEN FEEDER AMPS: 55 VOI.ll'AGE moP: 20.6 %VD: 2.06 
.93 IAGGING PROJECI'ED FCMER F'I.J:M: 94. KW 37. KVAR. 101. KVA PF: 
I.msES 'llRJ FEEDER: 1. 2 KW 2. 5 KVAR. 2.7 KVA 
I.DAD BJS: 10 TEN DESIGN VOI.lI'AGE: 1000 IDAD VOI.lI'AGE: 1051 %VD: -5.1 
I.DAD FRCM: 9 NINE 
PROJECI'ED FCMER F'I.J:M: 
I.msES 'llR.1 FEEDER: 
I.DAD FRCM: 11 EI.EVEN 
PROJECI'ED FCMER FI!M: 
I.msES 'llRJ FEEDER: 
I.DAD BJS: 11 EI.EVEN 
I.DAD FRCM: 6 SIX 
PROJECI'ED FCMER F'I.J:M: 
I.msES 'llRJ FEEDER: 
I.DAD 'IO: 10 TEN 
PROJECI'ED FCMER F'I.J:M: 
I.msES 'llRJ FEEDER: 
SPECIAL BJS IDAD: 
FEEDER AMPS: 
52. KW 43. KVAR. 
.1 KW .3 KVAR. 
FEEDER AMPS: 
38. KW 15. KVAR. 
.1 KW .3 KVAR. 
90. KW 58. KVAR. 
37 VOI.ll'AGE moP: 5. 0 %VD: • 50 
68. KVA PF: .77 IAGGING 
.4 KVA 
22 VOI.lI'AGE moP: 
41. KVA PF: 
.3 KVA 
5. 7 %VD: .57 
.93 IAGGING 
DESIGN VOI.lI'AGE: 1000 IDAD VOI.lI'AGE: 1057 %VD: -5. 7 
SPECIAL IIJS I.DAD: 
FEEDER AMPS: 
73. KW 33. KVAR. 
• 5 KW 1.1 KVAR. 
FEEDER AMPS: 
38. KW 15. KVAR. 
.1 KW .3 KVAR. 
35. KW 18. KVAR. 
44 VOI.ll'AGE mop: 12. 9 %VD: 1. 29 
80. KVA PF: .91 IAGGING 
1.3 KVA 
22 VOI.ll'AGE moP: 
41. KVA PF: 
.3 KVA 
5. 7 %VD: .57 
.93 IAGGING 
65 
D.l\TE: 5 20 87 TIME:12 56 FM 
IEEE 14 BJS TEST SYSTEM VALIDl"\TION 
FORI'IAND GENERAL EI.ECI'RIC a::MPANY' 
BMANCED VOI.JI'AGE DROP AND LOAD FI.CM ANALYSIS {SPECIAL BJS LOAD REroRI') 
***************************************************************************** 
VOilI'AGE EFFECT ON IOAilS MJDEI.ED TRANSFORMER VOI.lrnGE DROP :IDDEI.ED 
VOilI'AGE DROP CRITERIA: BRANCll = 2. 50 % BJS = 5. 00 
PER UNIT IlUVING VOI.JI'AGE = 1. 0600 
LOAD BJS: 12 'IWELVE , DESIGN VOI.JI'AGE: 1000 LOAD VOI.JI'AGE: 1055 %VD: -5.5 
SPECIAL ElJS LOAD: 
LOAD FRCM: 6 SIX FEEDER AMPS: 
:m:lJECI'ED ~ FI.CM: 77. KW 23. KVAR 
Ia3SES IBRU FEEDER: .7 KW 1.5 KVAR· 
LOAD '1'0: 13 'lHIRI'EEN FEEDER AMPS: 
:m:lJECI'ED ~ FI.CM: 16. KW 7. KVAR 
Ia3SES IBRU FEEDER: .1 KW .1 KVAR 
61. KW 16. KVAR 
44 VOI.JI'AGE DROP: 14. 8 %VD: 1. 48 
81. KVA PF: .96 I.J\GGING 
1.7 KVA 
10 VOI.JI'AGE DROP: 
18. KVA PF: 
.1 KVA 
4.8 %VD: .48 
.91 I.J\GGING 
LOAD BJS: 13 'lHIRI'EEN DESIGN VOI.JI'AGE: 1000 LOAD VOLTAGE: 1050 %VD: -5.0 
SPECIAL BJS LOAD: 135. KW 58. KVAR 
LOAD FRCM: 6 SIX FEEDER AMPS: 103 VOLTAGE DROP: 19.6 %VD: 1.96 
:m:lJECI'ED ~ FI.CM: 175. KW 67. KVAR 188. KVA PF: .93 LAGGING 
Ia3SES IBRU FEEDER: 2.1 KW 4.2 KVAR 4. 7 KVA 
LOAD FRCM: 12 'IWELVE 
:m:lJECI'ED ~ FI.CM: 
Ia3SES IBRU FEEDER: 
FEEDER AMPS: 
16. KW 7. KVAR 
.1 KW .1 KVAR 
LOAD '1'0: 14 RXJRI'EEN FEEDER AMPS: 
:m:lJECI'ED -~ FI.CM: 56. KW 17. KVAR 
Ia3SES IBRU FEEDER: • 5 KW 1.1 KVAR 
10 VOLTAGE DROP: 
18. KVA PF: 
.1 KVA 
32 VOLTAGE DROP: 
59. KVA PF: 
1.2 KVA 
4.8 %VD: .48 
.91 LAGGING 
14.6 %VD: 1.46 
.96 I.J\GGING 
LOAD BJS: 14 RXJRI'EEN DESIGN VOI.JI'AGE: 1000 LOAD VOLTAGE: 1036 %VD: -3.6 
SPECIAL BJS LOAD: 
LOAD FRCM: 9 NlNE FEEDER AMPS: 
PRXJEx:TED ~ FI.CM: 93. KW 34. KVAR 
Ia3SES IBRU FEEDER: 1.2 KW 2.5 KVAR 
LOAD FRCM: 13 'lHIRI'EEN FEEDER AMPS: 
PRXJEx:TED FCMER FI.CM: 56. KW 16. KVAR 
Ia3SES IBRU FEEDER: • 5 KW 1.1 KVAR 
149. KW 50. KVAR 
55 VOLTAGE DROP: 20.6 %VD: 2.06 
99. KVA PF: • 94 LAGGING 
2.7 KVA 
32 VOLTAGE DROP: 
58. KVA PF: 
1.2 KVA 
14.6 %VD: 1.46 
.96 LAGGING 
LOAD ElJS: 15 FIFTEEN DESIGN VOilI'AGE: 1000 LOAD VOilI'AGE: 1060 %VD: -6.0 
LOAD FRCM: 1 ONE FEEDER AMPS: 
PRXJEx:TED FCMER FI.CM: 4. KW 3. KVAR 
Ia3SES IBRU FEEDER: .O KW .O KVAR 
2 VOLTAGE DROP: 
4. KVA PF: 
.O KVA 
.O %VD: .00 
.79 LAGGING 
66 
07\TE: 5 20 87 TIME:U 56 FM 
IEEE 14 El.JS TEST SYSTEM VALIDATION 
:EORl'IAND GENERAL EIECTRIC o:MPANY 
BAIANCED VOurnGE [R)P AND I..OAD FI.CM ANALYSIS (SPECIAL El.JS LOAD REP.JR!') 
***************************************************************************** 
VOurnGE ~ON I.OAI:S M:>DEI.ED TRANSFORMER VOurnGE [R)P MJDEI.ED 
VOurnGE r.R:>P CRITERIA: BRANCH = 2. 50 % El.JS = 5. 00 
PER UNIT rlUVING VOUI.'AGE = 1. 0600 
LOAD 'IO: **** SCXJRCE 
ImJECl'ED FCMER FI.CM: 
u:ssES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
15 EIJSES 
FEEDER AMPS: 
1. I<W 3. KVAR 
.O I<W .O KVAR 
*** T 0 T A L S Y S T E M L 0 S S E S *** 
134. I<W 545. KVAR 
2 VOurnGE rmP: 
3. FYA PF: 
.0 FYA 
***WARNIN:;*** SlUDY wn'AINS 6 VOurnGE CRITERIA VIOIATIONS 
VIOIATIONS DENOI'ED BY ($) AT EIJS AND BRANCH %VD IDCATIONS 
.O %VD: .00 
.22 I.AGGING 
67 
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NAME Volts E HP* REMARKS 
M01002 460 3 13 12.5 hp 
M08716A 460 3 5.3 5 hp 
M08700A 460 3 10.5 10 hp 
M08809A 460 3 12.8 12.5 hp 
Pll8 460 3 50 
Kl03 460 3 60 Larger hp {nameplate) 
Vl43A 460 3 5 
Vl63A 460 3 7.5 
C301A 460 3 40 
VC131A 460 3 7.5 
Cl03A 460 3 5 
Vl45A 460 3 5 
E505 460 3 5.5 5 hp 
V-145E 460 3 15 
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NAME Volts E HP* REMARKS 
VC161 460 3 30 
VC181A 460 3 5 
H010003 460 3 13 12.5 hp 
M01812 460 3 10.6 10 hp 
M08804A 460 3 5.3 5 hp 
V252A 460 3 5 
Pl90A 460 3 10 
VC142A 460 3 7.5 
V253A 460 3 5 
V251A 460 3 5 
V256A 460 3 5 
V145C 460 3 5 
Vl43C 460 3 5 
M08811A 460 3 10.5 10 hp 
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NAME Volts E HP* REMARKS 
V256C 460 3 5 
P190B 460 3 10 
M08808A 460 3 19.5 20 hp 
M08808C 460 3 19.5 20 hp 
K02052A 460 3 7.9 7.5 hp 
P211A 460 3 15 
V254A 460 3 5 
V163C 460 3 7.5 
V143E 460 3 5 
M02069A 460 3 12.8 . 12.5 hp 
P218A 460 3 20 
VC131B 460 3 7.5 
P301A 460 3 15 
VC209A 460 3 10 
P219A 460 3 20 
Pl34A 460 3 5 
P134B 460 3 5 
Pl34C 460 3 5 
P134D 460 3 5 
P134E 460 3 5 
Pl34F 460 3 5 
Pl34G 460 30 5 
Pl34H 460 30 5 
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Table AlE.5 - SWITCHBOARD SCHEDULES FOR CLASS lE A TRIAN 
Dm *connected 
NAME Cd KVA Remarks 
SWYD SVC 9 200 
INVl Yl5 9 7.5 
BC5 025 9 22.5 
BCl 021 9 30 
VW187 7 10+ Heater 
T216AA 7 8.1+ Heater 
VE159A 7 22.2+ Heater 
INV3 Yl7 9 7.5 
X227 9 15 
T216BA 7 8.1+ Heater 
VE161A 7 10+ Heater 
X80 PR! 9 45 
POl 9 245 
BC3 D23 9 30 
.. 
X51 PRI 9 22.5 
X52 PR! 9 22.5 
X53 PRI 9 22.5 
X57 PRI 9 45 
X59 PRI 9 45 
X55 PRI 9 30 
P07 7 15+ Heater 
+ PF for heaters have been 
assumed 1.0 
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Table AlE.6 - SPECIAL BUS LOADS FOR CI.ASS lE A TRIAN 
T 
y 
EQUIP. NO. p 
NAME E KVA KW KVAR REMARKS 
BUS B21 K 22 14 Loads < 5hp 
X318A K 75 47 Electric 
Hydrogen 
Recombiner 
BUS 823 K 28 17 Loads < 5hp 
BUS 825 K 32 20 Loads < 5hp 
U!lUJ·V 3:1 SSBf:) JOJ SJ1nsa3 aqJ JO a1dWBS 
III XIQN3:ddV 
83 
I.DAD SOIBIXJI.E FOR 4105 .EIJS Al 4160. VOL'IS LINE 'IO LINE 
SOURCE OF FWR 4123 A108 
!TEN DE.SCRIPITON * OONNECI'ED I.DAD * DEMAND I.DAD * DESIGN IDAD * % 
KVA AMPS KVA AMPS KVA AMPS PF 
BRANCH I.OAI:S 
4102 AlOl .o .o .o .o WARNING: I.DAD IS ZERO 
4110 P108C 523.8 72.7 .1 .o .1 .o 100.0 
4112 PlOSA 523.8 72.7 523.8 72.7 523.8 72.7 -80.0 
4113 P204A 461.1 64.0 461.1 64.0 461.1 64.0 -90.0 
4115 P210A 453.9 63.0 453.9 63.0 453.9 63.0 -90.0 
4120 P210C 453.9 63.0 .o .o .o .o 100.0 
4122 I.Cr 3 PRI 955.3 132.6 955.3 132.6 955.3 132.6 -85.1 
4126 P205A 543.3 75.4 543.3 75.4 543.3 75.4 -90.0 
4128 P203A 374.7 52.0 374.7 52.0 374.7 52.0 -90.0 
4130 P202A 367.5 51.0 367.5 51.0 367.5 51.0 -90.0 
4132 SWYD SVC 200.0 27.8 200.0 27.8 200.0 27.8 -85.0 
4140 I.Cr 1 PRI 1324.7 183.8 1324.7 183.8 1324.7 183.8 -85.9 
'IOI'AI.S 6064.5 841. 7 5194.4 720.9 5194.4 720.9 -87.0 
I.DAD SOiEIXJI.E FOR 6010 EUS BOl 480. VOL'IS LINE 'IO LINE 
SOURCE OF FWR 6000 I.Cr 1 SEC 
!TEN DESCRIPI'ION * CONNECI'ED I.DAD * DEMAND I.DAD * DESIGN IDAD * % 
KVA AMPS KVA AMPS KVA AMPS PF 
BRANCH I.OAI:S 
6013 VC201A 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 -82.5 
6014 B0121 461.5 555.1 461.5 555.1 461.5 555.1 -87.8 
6015 VC202A 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 -82.5 
6016 B0123 470.8 566.3 470.8 566.3 470.8 566.3 -86.0 
6018 R240A 142.2 171.0 142.2 171.0 142.2 171.0 -85.0 
'IOI'AI.S 1324.7 1593.4 1324.7 1593.4 1324.7 1593.4 -85.9 
I.DAD SOiEIXJI.E FOR 6030 EUS B03 480. VOL'IS LINE 'IO LINE 
SOURCE OF FWR 6020 I.Cr 3 SEC 
ITEM DESCRIPI'ION * CONNECI'ED I.DAD * DEMAND I.DAD * DESIGN I.DAD * % 
KVA AMPS KVA AMPS KVA AMPS PF 
BRANCH I.OAI:S 
6032 VC204A 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 -82.5 
6034 VC214C 118.l 142.0 118.1 142.0 118.1 142.0 -85.0 
6035 VC203A 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 125.5 151.0 -82.5 
6036 B0324 586.6 705.6 586.6 705.6 586.6 705.6 -86.1 
'IOI'AI.S 955.3 1149.1 955.3 1149.1 955.3 1149.1 -85.1 
84 
I.DAD SClillJJI..E FOR 6100 WS 821 480. VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
SOORCE OF .EWR 6014 B0121 
ITEM DE.SCRIPI'ION * roNNECTED I.DAD * DEMAND I.DAD * DESIGN LOAD * % 
'FYA AMPS 'FYA AMPS 'FYA AMPS p F 
BRANCH I!lAOO 
6105 M010002 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 -85.0 
6111 M08716A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6114 M08700A 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 -85.o 
6115 M08809A 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.o -85.0 
6117 INV 1 Yl5 7.5 9.0 7.5 9.0 7.5 9.0 -85.0 
6122 oc 5 025 22.5 27.1 22.5 27.1 22.5 27.1 -85.0 
6124 PUS 54.0 65.0 54.0 65.0 54.0 65.0 -85.0 
6126 Kl.03 64.0 77.0 64.0 77.0 64.0 77.0 -85.o 
6128 oc 1 021 30.0 36.l 30.0 36.1 30.0 36.l -85.0 
6130 VW187 10.0 12.0 10.0 12.0 10.0 12.0 100.0 
6131 Vl43A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6132 V163A 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 -85.0 
6133 C301A 43.2 52.0 43.2 52.0 43.2 52.0 -85.0 
6135 VC131A 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 -85.0 
6136 Cl03A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6137 Vl45A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6139 T216A A 8.1 9.7 8.1 9.7 8.1 9.7 100.0 
6144 Pl48A 96.4 116.0 96.4 116.0 96.4 116.0 -87.5 
6165 X318A .o .o .o .o WAmaNG: LOAD IS ZERO 
6167 VE159A 22.2 26.7 22.2 26.7 22.2 26.7 100.0 
6170 E 505 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6174 V-145E 17.5 21.0 17.5 21.0 17.5 21.0 -85.o 
'lOn\I.S 461.5 555.1 461.5 555.1 461.5 555.1 -87.8 
I.DAD sam:mE FOR 6300 ElJS 823 480. VOLTS LINE TO LINE 
SOORCE OF .EWR 6016 B0123 
ITEM DESCUPI'ION * CX>NNErl'ED I.DAD * DEMAND I.DAD * DESIGN LOAD * % 
KVA AMPS KVA AMPS KVA AMPS PF 
BRANCH I!lAOO 
6302 VC161 33.3 40.0 33.3 40.0 33.3 40.0 -85.0 
6303 VC181A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6305 M010003 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 -85.0 
6310 M08812 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 -85.o 
6311 M08804A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6315 INV 3 Y17 7.5 9.0 7.5 9.0 7.5 9.0 -85.0 
6319 V252A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6321 Pl90A 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 -85.0 
6324 VC142A .. 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 -85.0 
•',, •,--;-. 
7.6 6325 V253A .- 6.3 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6327 V251A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.o 
6329 X227 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 -85.0 
6330 V256A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6332 T216B A 8.1 9.7 8.1 9.7 8.1 9.7 100.0 
6333 Vl45C 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6340 VE161A 10.0 12.0 10.0 12.0 10.0 12.0 100.0 
6342 Vl43C 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6349 M08811A 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 -85.0 
6355 XSO PRI 45.0 54.1 45;0 54.1 45.0 54.1 -85.0 
6360 POl 245.0 . 294. 7 245.0 294.7 245.0 294.7 -85.0 
'lOn\I.S 470.8 566.3 470.8 566.3 470.8 566.3 -86.0 
85 
DM'E: 5 01 88 TIME: 9 34 AM 
DEMAND I.QAO ANALYSIS FOR CTASS lE A-TRAIN CASE 1 100% LOAD 
4125 EIX;l IS SCURCE llJS ( CUl'FUl' FII.E Rl07DC1 ) 
:EORI'IAND GENERAL EIECI'RIC CIMPANY 
LOAD SUMMARY 
*********************************.******************************************** 
LOAD SOIEI:l1IE FOR 6500 llJS 825 480. VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
SOORCE OF fWR 6036 B0324 
ITEM DESCRIPI'ION * CDNNECl'ED LOAD * D™AND LOAD * DESIGN IOAD * % 
KVA AMPS KVA AMPS KVA AMPS PF 
BRAN<li I.OAI:s 
6504 V256C 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6506 Pl90B 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 -85.0 
6510 M08808A 22.4 27.0 22.4 27.0 22.4 27.0 -85.0 
6511 M08808C 22.4 27.0 22.4 27.0 22.4 27.0 -85.0 
6514 M02052A 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 -85.0 
6516 P211A 17.5 21.0 17.5 21.0 17.5 21.0 -85.0 
6517 V254A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6522 oc 3 023 30.0 36.1 30.0 36.l 30.0 36.1 -85.0 
6524 X51 PRI 22.5 27.1 22.5 27.1 22.5 27.1 -85.0 
6526 X52 PRI 22.5 27.1 22.5 27.1 22.5 27.1 -85.0 
6528 X53 PRI 22.5 27.1 22.5 27.1 22.5 27.1 -85.0 
6530 X57 PRI 45.0 54.1 45.0 54.1 45.0 54.1 -85.0 
6532 Vl63C 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 -85.0 
6533 V143E 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6534 M02069A 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 -85.0 
6536 X59 PRI 45.0 54.1 45.0 54.1 45.0 54.1 -85.0 
6557 P218A 22.4 27.0 22.4 27.0 22.4 27.0 -85.0 
6558 VC131B 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 9.1 11.0 -85.0 
6559 Pl48C 96.4 116.0 96.4 116.0 96.4 116.0 -87.5 
6561 P301A 17.5 21.0 17.5 21.0 17.5 21.0 -85.0 
6564 X55 PRI 30.0 36.1 30.0 36.l 30.0 36.1 -85.0 
6567 VC209A 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 11.6 14.0 -85.0 
6568 P219A 22.4 27.0 22.4 27.0 22.4 27.0 -85.0 
6569 Pl34A 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6570 Pl34B 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6571 Pl34C 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6572 P134D 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6573 P134E 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6574 P134F 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6575 Pl34G 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6578 Pl34H 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 6.3 7.6 -85.0 
6580 1?07 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 15.0 18.0 100.0 
'lUI'AI.S 586.6 705.6 586.6 705.6 586.6 705.6 -86.1 
86 
m'I'E: 5 01 88 TIME: 9 34 AM 
Dn1AND LOAD ANALYSIS FOR CI.ASS 1E A-TRAIN CASE 1 100% LOAD 
4125 Er:Gl IS saJRCE BJS ( aJTIUI' FIIE Rl070Cl ) 
R>Rl'I.AND GENERAL EIBCI'RIC CXMPANY 
saJRCE LOAD SUMMARY 
****************************************************************************** 
LOAD BJS 4125 Er:Gl 4160. 'VOLTS LINE 'IO LINE 
I.CAD DE.SCRIPITON UNTIS CONNECTED DEMAND DESIGN ~ FACTOR 
'lYPE I.CAD I.CAD I.CAD % 
GENERAL I..OAI:'6 I<W 419.1 419.1 419.1 
KVAR -314.3 -314.3 -314.3 
'INA 523.8 523.8 523.8 80.0 IAGGING 
GENERAL I..OAI:'6 I<W 414.3 414.3 414.3 
KVAR -283.8 -283.8 -283.8 
'INA 502.2 502.2 502.2 82.5 IAGGING 
GENERAL I..OAI:'6 KW 168.8 168.8 168.8 
KVAR -93.4 -93.4 -93.4 
'INA 192.9 192.9 192.9 87.5 IAGGING 
GENERAL I..OAI:'6 KW 1980.5 1980.5 1980.5 
KVAR -959.2 -959.2 -959.2 
'INA 2200.5 2200.5 2200.5 90.0 IAGGING 
II OFF II KW 977.8 .1 .1 
KVAR .o .o .o 
'INA 977.8 .1 .1 100.0 UNITY 
HEATER I<W 73.4 73.4 73.4 
KVAR .o .o .o 
'INA 73.4 73.4 73.4 100.0 UNITY 
GENERAL I..OAI:'6 I<W 1343.8 1343.8 1343.8 
KVAR -832.8 -832.8 -832.8 
'INA 1581.0 1581.0 1581.0 85.0 IAGGING 
GENERAL I..OAI:'6 I<W 120.8 120.8 120.8 
KVAR -74.9 -74.9 -74.9 
'INA 142.2 142.2 142.2 85.0 IAGGING 
'IDl'AL IDAI5 KW 5498.4 4520.7 4520.7 
KVAR -2558.4 -2558.4 -2558.4 
'INA 6064.5 5194.4 5194.4 
% PF 90.7 87.0 87.0 
IAGGING IAGGING IAGGING 
DM'E: 5 01 88 TIME: 9 34 AM 
DEMAND lOAD ANALYSIS FOR CI.ASS 1E A...JI'RAIN CASE 1 100% lOAD 
4125 El::Gl IS SOORCE EUS ( OOI'RJI' FIIE Rl070Cl ) 
FORl'I..AND GENERAL EIECl."RIC cx:MPANY 
lOAD DEMAND TABIE 
lOAD DESOUPrION lOAD FIRST DEMAND SECDND D&wID '!HIRD DEMAND 
TYPE FNA % FNA % FNA % 
GENERAL LOArS K AIL 100. AIL 100. AIL 100. 
GENERAL LOArS K AIL 100. AIL 100. AIL 100. 
GENERAL LOArS K AIL 100. AIL 100. AIL 100. 
GENERAL LOArS K AIL 100. AIL 100. AIL 100. 
" OFF " K AIL o. AIL o. ALL o. 
" STARI' " z ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
HEATER z AIL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
SPARE K ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
GENERAL LOArS K ALL 100. AIL 100. ALL 100. 
GENERAL LOArS K ALL 100. ALL 100. ALL 100. 
NOI'ES: lOAD TYPE 10 PROVIDES 'IRANSFER FUNCTION '.ID lOAD TYPE 9 
DEMAND AND DESIGN FACIORS APPLIED AT FACH lOAD EUS 



























D.\TE: 5 01 88 TlME: 9 39 AM 
IDAD FI.CM SIUDY FOR CIASS 1E A-TRAIN CASE 1 100% IDAD 
4125 EI:Gl IS saJRCE ElJS ( CXJI'Rll' FIIE Rl07LC1 ) 
FORI'I.AND GENERAL EI.ECI'RIC CXMPANY 
FEEDER FRCM 
NO NAME 









FEEDER 'IO <:lI"i VOLTS I.ENGIH 
NO NAME /Hi L-L FEET 
4102 A101 3 4160. 234. 
.0300 + J .1320 OHMS/1000 FT 
4105 .EIJS Al 3 4160. 1. 
.0300 + J .1320 OHMS/1000 FT 
4110 P108C 1 4160. 785. 




ml * SECONDARY RECDRD 















4122 I.Cr 3 PRI 4160. 103. 6020 I.Cr 3 SEC 480. 892. 742.0 
IMPEDANCE: 2.0535 + J 5. 7015 PERCENI' 'IRANSFORMER FIXED TAP: -2.5 % 
4140 I.Cr 1 PRI 4160. 103. 6000 I.Cr 1 SEC 480. 892. 742.0 
IMPEDANCE: 2.0973 + J 5. 7601 PERCENI' TRANSFORMER FIXED TAP: -2.5 % 
BRANCH LOAD DATA 
FROM TO a::>NSTAm' lNA a::>NSTAm' IMPEill\NCE BR DIR 
NO NAME NO NAME !WA :EWR FACTOR !WA :EWR FACTOR TY 
4105 ElJS Al 4110 Pl08C 0. 1. 00 UNITY FD 
4105 .EIJS Al 4112 P108A 524. .so rno. FD 
4105 .EIJS Al 4113 P204A 461. .9o rno. FD 
4105 ElJS Al 4115 P210A 454. .9o rno. FD 
4105 .EIJS Al 4120 P210C 0. 1. 00 UNITY FD 
4105 .EIJS Al 4122 I.Cr 3 ml 943. .a5 rno. 15. 1.00 UNITY FD 
4105 .EIJS Al 4123 A108 5131. .a1 rno. 73. 1. 00 UNITY FD REIT 
4105 .EIJS Al 4126 P205A 543. .9o rno. FD 
4105 .EIJS Al 4128 P203A 375. .90 rno. FD 
4105 .EIJS Al 4130 P202A 367. .9o rno. FD 
DA.TE: 5 01 88 TIME: 9 39 AM 
IDAD FT.J:M SIUDY FOR CIASS lE A-TRAIN CASE 1 100% I.OAD 
4125 E[X;l IS SCXJRCE B.1S ( OOTFUI' FIIE Rl07LC1 ) 
:EORI'I.AND GENERAL EIECI'RIC <XMPANY 
BUS SPECIAL STUDY DATA 
*NO* NAME * KW * KVAR * IDAD/GENERATION 
6100 ws B21 
6165 X318A 
6300 ws B23 





14 • CX>NSTANI' KVA IDAD 
4 7. CX>NSTANI' KVA IDAD 
17. CX>NSTANI' KVA IDAD 
20. OONSTANl' KVA IDAD 
*** SOIIJI'ION co-lMEN'I'S *** 
SOwrION PARAMEI'ERS 
PER UNIT IJUVING VOLTAGE 
BRANCH VOilI'AGE CRITERIA 








«PERCE.NI' VOLTAGE IROPS ARE B.Z\SED ON NCMINAL DESIGN VOIIT'AGES» 
IDAD WS: 4105 B.1S Al DESIGN VOLTAGE: 4160 IDAD VOLTAGE: 4132 %VD: • 7 
DEMAND IDAD: 5194 KVA 
~AMPS: VOLTAGE IROP: .O %VD: .00 
89 
IDAD FRCM: 4102 ·AlOl 
PROJECI'ED rovER FT..t:M: 
ra;sES 'IHlU FEEDER: 
0. KW 0. KVAR 0. KVA PF: • 00 IAGGING 
I.DAD 'IO: 4110 Pl08C 
PROJECI'ED rovER FT..t:M: 
:ra;s&s 'IHlU FEEDER: 
IDAD 'IO: 4112 P108A 
PRlJECI'ED rovER FT..t:M: 
:ra;s&s 'IHIU FEEDER: 
IDAD BJS: 4110 Pl08C 
.0 KW .O KVAR .O KVA 
FEEDER AMPS: 
O. KW O. KVAR 
.O KW .O KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 
420. KW 315. KVAR 
• 7 KW .6 KVAR 
VOLTAGE IROP: 
O. KVA PF: 
.O KVA 
73 'VOLTAGE IROP: 
525. KVA PF: 
.9 KVA 
*** NO IDAD SPECIFIED *** 
.O %VD: .00 
.98 I.EADING 
7 .3 %VD: .18 
.80 IAGGING 
LOAD BJS: 4125 .EtGl 
LOAD 'ro: 4124 ClOl 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 
IOOSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
DESIGN VOLTAGE: 4160 I.OAD VOLTAGE: 
DEMAND LOAD: 5194 KVA 
FEEDER AMPS: 793 VOI1I'J\GE I:!<OP: 
4828. I<W 3004. KVAR 5686. KVA PF: 
1.2 I<W 3.5 KVAR 3.7 KVA 
I..OAD :F'R:M: **** SCURCE FEEDER AMPS: 793 VOLTAGE IR>P: 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 4832. I<W 3002. KVAR 5689. KVA PF: 
I.OOSES 'IHRU FEEDER: • 0 I<W • 0 KVAR • 0 KVA 
I..OAD BJS: 4140 I.Cl' 1 FRI DESIGN VO!lrN:iE: 4160 I.DAD VO!lrN:iE: 
DEW.ND LOAD: 1325 KVA 
I..OAD :F'R:M: 4105 BJS Al FEEDER AMPS: 234 VO!lrN:iE IR>P: 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 1352. I<W 982. KVAR 1671. KVA PF: 
I.OOSES 'l'HmJ FEEDER: • 4 I<W • 3 KVAR • 4 KVA 
4139 %VD: .5 
2.1 %VD: .05 
.85 UGGING 
.O .%VD: .00 
.85 UGGING 
4131 %VD: • 7 
1.1 %VD: .03 
.81 UGGING 
I..OAD 'ro: 6000 I.Cl' 1 SEC TRANSF AMPS: 234 VOLTAGE IR>P: 348.4 %VD: 8.37$ 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 1352. I<W 982. KVAR 1671. KVA PF: .81 UGGING 
I.OOSES 'l'HmJ TRANSF: 76.1 I<W 209.0 KVAR 222.4 KVA ***XFMR TAPS -2.5%*** 
I..OAD BJS: '6010 BJS BOl DESIGN VO!lrN:iE: 480 LOAD VOLTAGE: 436 %VD: 9.1 
DEW.ND LOAD: 1325 KVA 
LOAD :F'R:M: 6000 I.Cl' 1 SEC FEEDER AMPS: 1974 VOLTAGE IR>P: .1 %VD: .02 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 1276. I<W 773. KVAR 1492. KVA PF: .86 UGGING 
IOOSES 'IHRU FEEDER: .1 I<W • 5 KVAR • 5 KVA 
I..OAD 'ro: 6013 VC201A 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 
IOOSES 'l'HmJ FEEDER: 
I..OAD 'ro: 6014 B0121 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 
lOOSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
FEEDER AMPS: 173 'VOm1IGE IR>P: 
108. I<W 74. KVAR 131. KVA PF: 
4.4 I<W 3.3 KVAR 5.5 KVA 
FEEDER AMPS: 767 VOIJrAGE IR>P: 
503. I<W 288. KVAR 579. KVA PF: 
.O I<W .1 KVAR .1 KVA 
18.4 %VD: 3.84 
.82 UGGING 
.1 %VD: .01 
.87 UGGING 
I..OAD BJS: 6030 BJS B03 DESIGN VO!lrN:iE: 480 I.DAD VOLTAGE: 455 %VD: 5.2 
DEW.ND LOAD: 955 KVA 
I..OAD :F'R:M: 6020 I.Cl' 3 SEC FEEDER AMPS: 1298 VOLTAGE IR>P: .1 %VD: • 02 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 871. I<W 537. KVAR 1023. KVA PF: • 85 IAGGING 
lOOSES 'l'HmJ FEEDER: .1 I<W • 2 KVAR • 2 KVA 
I..OAD 'ro: 6032 VC204A 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 
IOOSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 
FEEDER AMPS: 166 VOIJrAGE mDP: 
108. I<W 74. KVAR 131. KVA PF: 
4.1 I<W 3.1 KVAR 5.2 KVA 
18.0 %VD: 3.75 
.82 ~ING 
LOAD BJS: 6013 VC201A DESIGN VOLTAGE: 480 I.OAD VOLTAGE: 418 %VD: 12.9 
DEW.ND LOAD: 126 KVA 
LOAD :F'R:M: 6010 BJS BOl FEEDER AMPS: 173 VOLTAGE r:::R)P: 18.4 %VD: 3.84 
FR:lJECl'ED :EWER FI.CM: 104. I<W 71. KVAR 126. KVA PF: .83 UGGING 
I.OOSES 'IHRU FEEDER: 4.4 I<W 3.3 KVAR 5.5 KVA 
90 
IOAD ElJS: 6100 ElJS B21 
IOAD FRCM: 6014 80121 
PROJECI'ED FtMER FI.CM: 
LOSSES 'IHRJ FEEDER: 
IOAD 'IO: 6105 M010002 
PROJECI'ED FtMER FI.CM: 
LOSSES 'IHRJ FEEDER: 
IOAD ElJS: 6300 ElJS B23 
IOAD FRCM: 6016 80123 
PRlJECI'ED R:MER FI.CM: 
LOSSES 'IHRJ FEEDER: 
IOAD 'IO: 6302 VC161 
PRlJECI'ED R:MER FI.CM: 
LOSSES 'IHRJ FEEDER: 
IOAD ElJS: 6500 ElJS B25 
IOAD FRCM: 6036 80324 
PROJECI'ED R:MER FI.CM: 
LOSSES 'IHRJ FEEDER: 
IOAD 'IO: 6504 V256C 
PROJECI'ED FtMER FI.CM: 
LOSSES 'IHRJ FEEDER: 
DESIGN VOLTAGE: 480 IOAD VOLTAGE: 434 %VD: 9.6 
DEMAND IOAD: 462 KVA 
SPECIAL BJS IOAD: 22. l<W 14. KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 767 VOLTAGE DROP: 2.4 %VD: .49 
501. l<W 284. KVAR 576. KVA PF: • 87 I.J\GGING 
1.5 l<W 3.7 KVAR 4.0 KVA 
FEEDER AMPS: 20 VOLTAGE DROP: 
13. l<W 8. KVAR 15. KVA PF: 
.2 l<W .O KVAR .3 KVA 
6.5 %VD: 1.35 
• 85 I.J\GGING 
DESIGN VOLTAGE: 480 IOAD VOLTAGE: 434 %VD: 9.6 
DEMAND IOAD: 4 71 KVA 
SPECIAL BJS IOAD: 28. l<W 17. KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 674 VOLTAGE DROP: 2.4 %VD: .49 
436. l<W 258. KVAR 507. KVA PF: .86 I.J\GGING 
1.3 l<W 3.1 KVAR 3.4 KVA 
FEEDER AMPS: 45 VOLTAGE.DROP: 
29. l<W 18. KVAR 34. KVA PF: 
.5 l<W .1 KVAR .5 KVA 
6.1 %VD: 1.27 
• 85 I.J\GGING 
DESIGN VOLTAGE: 480 IOAD VOLTAGE: 452 %VD: 5.9 
DEMAND IOAD: 587 KVA 
SPECIAL BJ'S IDAD: 32. l<W 20. KVAR 
FEEDER AMPS: 813 VOLTAGE DROP: 3.0 %VD: .62 
550. l<W 320. KVAR 636. KVA PF: .86 I.J\GGING 
2.1 l<W 4.8 KVAR 5.3 KVA 
FEEDER AMPS: 8 VOLTAGE DROP: 
6. l<W 3. KVAR 6. KVA PF: 
.2 l<W .O KVAR .2 KVA 
11.1 %VD: 2.31 
.86 I.J\GGING 
91 
IOAD BJS: 6303 VC181A 
IOAD FRCM: 6300 EIJS B23 
PRlJECI'ED RMER FI..CM: 
DESIGN VOLTAGE: 480 IOAD VOLTAGE: 
6 KVA 
410 %VD: 14.5$ 
DEMAND IOAD: 
FEEDER AMPS: 9 VOLTAGE DROP: 
5. l<W 3. KVAR 6. KVA PF: 
LOSSES 'IHRJ FEEDER: .4 l<W .O KVAR .4 KVA 
107 ElJSES 
***· T 0 T A L S Y S T E M L 0 S S E S *** 
169. KW 345. KVAR 
***WARNING*** SilJDY CXWI'AINS 6 VOLTAGE CRITERIA VIOIATIONS 
VIOIATIONS DENC7I'ED BY ($) AT BJS AND BRANCH %VD LOCATIONS 
23.6 %VD: 4.92 
.85 IAGGING 
